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ABSTRACT
Ceramic water filters are currently produced in Ghana in order to provide a
household solution to contaminated water. These filters, locally branded with the
name Kosim filter by originating from Potters for Peace-Nicaragua, are heated
using a generic kiln that is not attuned to the filters' current characteristics. The
need for water filters is currently greatest in Northern Ghana, where more than one
million people do not have access to safe water, but filter production occurs in
Southern Ghana. A custom kiln will strengthen the filters, increase the filter's
survival rate, and eliminate the need to transport the filters. Additionally, the
traditional fuel source, wood, is extremely scarce, thus indicating the need for a
more fuel efficient method of firing the kiln. Our thesis focuses on evaluating
prior kilns built in developing countries and designing a fuel efficient kiln for
Northern Ghana, where a kiln does not currently exist and fuel is scarce.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Water
1.1.1 Safe Water and Sanitation
The need for safe water and sanitation is urgent throughout the world; the World Health
Organization (WHO) estimates that in 2004, 1.1 billion people lacked access to an improved
water source globally, as shown by percentage of population without access in Figure 1.
Additionally, over 2.6 billion people did not have access to basic sanitation (WHO, 2004). There
are 1.7 million deaths annually related to water diseases, 90 percent of whom are children under
5 years of age. The United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) include the
objective of halving the proportion of people without access to safe drinking water and basic
sanitation by 2015 (U.N. MDGs, 2004). So far, sanitation coverage increased from 35 to 50
percent from 1990 to 2004 (MDG Report, 2006). While water coverage had risen to 80 percent
by 2004 in the developing world, populations continue to grow and disparities in wealth persist.
By improving water access and basic sanitation, the world would greatly reduce the number of
deaths.
Percent of population wihout access
= No data
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51% - 75%
76%.- 100%
Populations without access to safe drinking water
frorn The World's Water
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(Gleick 1998)
Figure 1. Populations without access to safe drinking water. Courtesy of The World's Water.
1.1.2 Ghana
Ghana is a country located on the coast of West Africa and is bordered by the Gulf of Guinea,
Cote D'Ivoire, Burkina Faso, and Togo. Improved water sources, and access to them, are rare in
the northern region of Ghana. For this reason, the thesis will focus on this region, and more
specifically, the district capital of the Northern Region, Tamale. The organization we are
working with, Pure Home Water, has already established a need for water filters and a market to
purchase them. The population in Tamale is approximately 280,000 people, and the population
in the Northern region generally, which is Pure Home Water's target region, is 1.8 million. The
implication of local production of these ceramic water filters is significant.'
Figure 2. Map of Ghana. Tamale is highlighted with a red oval. Courtesy of Susan Murcott.
In 2000, 64 percent of Ghanaians had access to safe drinking water, with most of them being
located in the southern and urban regions (WHO, 2000). 87 percent of the urban areas had
access to safe drinking water while only 49 percent of rural Ghana did (WHO, 2000). It is
imperative to improve the safe water in the Northern part of Ghana, one by one.
1.1.3 Pure Home Water
Pure Home Water (PHW) is a social enterprise that sells safe household water treatment and
storage technologies. It began as an MIT initiative led by Susan Murcott, Senior Lecturer in the
Civil and Environmental Engineering Department with two year support from the Conrad N.
Hilton Foundation, and has grown to collaborate with several local NGO partners in Ghana,
including World Vision -Ghana, Enterprise Works to achieve a greater distribution. Thus far,
PHW has purchased the filters from a manufacturer, Ceramica Tamakloe Limited, in Southern
Ghana and distributed them 640 km away in Northern Ghana. The team has been successful in
creating demand for this filter from middle and low income families; the next step is to bring the
manufacturing process to the North in order to reduce the price and improve the manufacturing
process, in order to reach the maximum number of people.
1.1.4 Improving Manufacturing Process
'Ghana Districts. 19 Feb. 2007. <http://www.ghanadistricts.com>.
Currently the enterprise outsources the manufacturing in Accra, Ghana, the nation's capital. This
has resulted in numerous issues, including the use of nonspecific kilns, nonideal firing methods,
10-12 hour road transport to the North, high filter breakage, inflated price, and dependence on a
single manufacturer and unreliable transporters. These problems can be solved wiht the
decision, by Pure Home Water, to commence manufacturing their own filters in the Northern
Region. One key aspect of local manufacture is the availability of an improved kiln in Tamale
itself. A kiln in Tamale will reduce travel time, ensure stronger filters because of a higher firing
temperature, eliminate the middle man, reduce costs, and empower the people in the Northern
region of Ghana to treat their water with a locally produced product.
1.2 Deforestation
Deforestation is a major problem in Ghana. It is relevant to our thesis, because wood is the fuel
of choice for kilns in Ghana, and it is important to get good fuel efficiency in order to save as
much wood as possible. With a fuel-efficient kiln, wood use can be cut down, leaving more for
other purposes. The wood scarcity issue is not specifically covered in our thesis, but is an issue
to take into account.
Timber is one of the country's largest exports, and the tropical rain forest in Southern Ghana has
suffered greatly as a result because of this industry. In fact, the size of the rain forest in Ghana is
only 25 percent of what it used to be2 . Trees are also cleared away in order to make room for
Ghana's chief export, cocoa. Despite efforts to control the loss of the forests, the policies put in
place by the Ghanaian government have not been effective, and much of the actual tree is wasted
during the processing phase.
In the Northern Region, where the kiln will be constructed, a different type of forest exists: the
Guinea Savannah Woodland, which consists of acacia, baobab, and shea trees. Deforestation is
also a problem in this region, as trees are cut down in order to make room for farmland for
pastures and to produce firewood. As in the Southern region, the Northern region is also
suffering because of deforestation. Only 15% of the northern, savanna forests are protected from
use. Because producing charcoal and firewood is an income earner in this area, wood is being cut
down and not replaced at a sustainable level.3
According to one study, 55 percent of the log that is processed becomes waste.4 Currently, only
16 percent of the forests have been placed in a reserve, leaving most of the forest to be cut
down.5 Despite all the bans and policies to try and protect the Ghanaian forests, "evidence shows
that deforestation in Ghana has not declined"6
2TED Case Studies: Ghana Forest Loss. http://www.american.edu/TED/ghana.htm
'Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. "Forest Genetic Resources Working Papers."
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/004/AB388E/AB388E00.pdf
4Derzu, Dominic, Mensah-Browh, Henry, Brew-Hammond Abeeku. "Wood Waste Cogeneration in Kumasi,
Ghana." In Bioenergy - Realizing the Potential, edited by Semida Silveira, 214. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2005.
5TED Case Studies: Ghana Forest Loss. http://www.american.edu/TED/ghana.htm
6Asante, Michael S. Deforestation in Ghana. New York: University Press of America, Inc., 2005
Figure 3: Sawdust waste from a wood processing facility in Ghana.7
"The elimination of forest cover sets in motion a chain of devastating ecological consequences
that accelerate soil degradation and erosion, eliminate wildlife habitats, and lead to the loss of
bio-diversity".8 The destruction of the soil causes major issues for the local population as they
have less land to farm and more water gets contaminated with dust and soil runoff. Vegetation
protects water sources, for it covers water, preventing evaporation, and slows the erosion of soil
by making it less likely to blow around in the winds and fall into water.9 Trees are already sparse
in the Northern region of Ghana, which is a semi-arid climate. As more trees disappear, firewood
becomes harder and harder to come by, and alternate fuel sources become more of a priority to
explore. Utilizing this waste from the timber industry would be a good fuel source for our kiln,
since it would be wasted anyway, and could provide kindling. Currently, the sawdust is being
burned at the processing plants, because it has no commercial use."1
The current source of energy for kiln firing, wood, is disappearing, so that leaves two options:
reducing the amount of wood used, or finding an alternate fuel that can burn hot enough to meet
our functional requirements. This is why we intend to focus on redesigning a traditional brick
kiln to be as fuel efficient as possible. Through an improved kiln, we can alleviate fuel source
scarcity as well as create better ceramic filter elements for use in Pure Home Water's household
water systems.
7Derzu, Dominic, Mensah-Browh, Henry, Brew-Hammond Abeeku. "Wood Waste Cogeneration in Kumasi,
Ghana." In Bioenergy - Realizing the Potential, edited by Semida Silveira, 215. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2005.
8Asante, Michael S. Deforestation in Ghana. New York: University Press of America, Inc., 2005
9IRIN: 8 September 2006, http://www.irinnews.org/Report.aspx?ReportId=61033.
1oDerzu, Dominic, Mensah-Browh, Henry, Brew-Hammond Abeeku. "Wood Waste Cogeneration in Kumasi,
Ghana." In Bioenergy - Realizing the Potential, edited by Semida Silveira, 214-215. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2005
2. Kilns
2.1 General Kiln Description
A kiln is a thermally insulated chamber which essentially serves as an oven. Its temperature can
be controlled and it is frequently used to fire pottery or ceramic goods, both on individual and
industrial levels. A kiln consists of three components: an opening to load the pottery and/or fuel,
an inner chamber where the pottery is fired, and an exit for the heated air to ensure proper
ventilation and air circulation. There are several types of brick kilns, however, the kiln should be
appropriate to the region it will be used in. It should be selected based on its purpose and the
resources available to construct and maintain it.
The availability of materials for construction, type of power source, and the purpose of the kiln
dictate how the kiln will be constructed. In Ghana, most kilns are made of brick and use some
sort of fuel (i.e. wood, oil, scraps) to heat the kiln. Kilns are typically used to fire pottery, and
the type and size of kiln depends on the items being fired. If an even temperature is required,
then one would select the downdraft kiln, or if space is a concern, then an updraft kiln would be
used.
The two main types of kilns being considered for this ceramic water filter application are the
updraft kiln and the downdraft kiln. The two kilns may appear to be fairly similar because of
their cubic structure, but they differ in how they function and how they are constructed. Both
have a basic cube shape. but the placement of the arch or dome on top differs, as Figure 4 shows.
For the downdraft kiln, the arch or dome is set into the cube, while it is set on top for the updraft.
The other aspect in which they differ is how the air flows through the kiln. The flow is both up
and down for a downdraft, while air flows solely upwards in an updraft as indicated in Figure 5.
This occurs because of the placement of the chimney for a downdraft kiln, off to the side, which
draws air from the bottom of the kiln. The updraft kiln has an exit flue at the center of the roof
so that air is drawn right from the bottom of the kiln through the exit flue.
Kiln Shape
Downdraft Updraft
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Figure 4. Schematic of each kiln's basic shape. The downdraft kiln (left) has an inset arch while the updraft
kiln (right) has the arch set on top of its cubic structure.
Kiln Airflow
Downdraft Up1draft
Figure 5. Schematic of airflow in each kiln. The air in the downdraft kiln (left) flows up from the openings on
either side of the kiln floor and flows up along the wall and then circulates downwards back to the floor. The
air eventually travels from the kiln floor through a chute to the chimney (not included in drawing). The air in
the updraft kiln (right) flows from the openings on either side of the kiln floor straight up through the
opening in the ceiling. Courtesy of Frank Olsen.
2.2 Downdraft Kiln
The downdraft kiln is more complex than the updraft kiln. More material is needed to direct the
airflow, and a chimney is also required in order to achieve the correct movement of air. The
benefits of a downdraft kiln are that the air inside the chamber is able to maintain a uniform
temperature, and the kiln itself is more efficient than an updraft kiln, for more heat is transferred
to the kiln walls and the filters because of the different airflow, as explained in Chapter 4.
2.2.1 Basic Components of a Downdraft Kiln
The downdraft kiln has its fireboxes on both sides of the chamber. Once the fire is lit, a draft is
started. Air flows over the fire, kindling it as well as carrying the heat up and into the chamber of
the kiln. Instead of flowing out through channels in the roof, which occurs in an updraft kiln, the
downdraft kiln is attached to a chimney which pulls the draft of air through to the atmosphere.
Thus, the air travels upward from the fireboxes to the chamber and then downward through exit
---- /
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channels in the floor. From the flue channel, the air travels to the chimney, where it is drawn out
by the ambient air.
Chdnnel
Figure 6: A schematic of a downdraft kiln. Seen in the drawing is the air flow originating from the fireboxes,
as well as the exit flue through which the air travels to the chimney to be released to the atmosphere. The
bagwalls channel the air as it enters the chamber, allowing it to travel to the top of the kiln before being
drawn downward by the pull of the chimney's draft.
The chamber is ideally cubed shaped, for this aids in an even air flow inside the chamber. If the
chamber were taller than it is wide, a gradient in temperature forms more easily than if it were
cube shaped. If it were wider than it is tall, the air may not fully circulate throughout the chamber
to create the desired uniform temperature. Whenever there is a gradient in the temperature
distribution, some of the filters will harden and bake faster than others, and even suffer in quality
if baked too quickly.
The bagwalls are internal structures made of the same brick that composes the rest of the kiln.
They separate the firebox and the chamber. The bagwalls force the air to travel to the top of the
chamber. This hot air transfers some of its energy to the bagwalls as well as to the kiln walls.
Once the air reaches the top of the chamber, it has now given off enough energy to begin to cool
down. The cooler air begins to sink. As it sinks, it mixes together to create a uniform temperature
inside the kiln chamber. The air transfers more heat to the filters inside the chamber. After
sinking to the bottom of the chamber, the air then exits the chamber through the exit channels in
the floor and into the exit flue. This exit flue is connected to the chimney.
The air inside the exit flue has a higher pressure due to its elevated temperature when compared
to the air in the atmosphere. This pressure difference allows the chimney to then pull the air
through the exit flue, and out to the atmosphere.
2.2.2 Firebox
The firebox is a very important component of the kiln. This is where the fuel is placed and
consumed, which provides the energy needed to heat the kiln walls and the product inside the
kiln. The firebox must be designed large enough so that air can flow into the fuel and be
combusted, and it also must allow for the byproduct of the fuel, in this case, ash, to be removed
in order not to block the needed air flow. Oftentimes, an iron grate is used to elevate the fuel to
half the height of the firebox to allow air to flow through the fuel from underneath. The size of
the firebox also corresponds to the size of the chimney, so that the air flow through the kiln is not
limited. A firebox must also be greatly insulated, so that the heat created by the wood
combustion does not escape to the atmosphere through the inlet holes or through the walls.
An important step in improving the efficiency of a kiln is to preheat the air that is combusted by
the burning wood. The hotter the air that enters the firebox, the less heat transfer is needed from
the burning wood to the air. Using this method can either reduce the time needed for the kiln
chamber to reach the desired temperature, and it can reduce the amount of fuel needed to reach
the desired temperature.
One general way of doing this is to have a secondary air port in the fireboxes, located underneath
the primary air source. If designed correctly, the embers from the wood would fall onto the base
of the firebox, and these embers are able to heat up the air coming in from the secondary air vent.
This is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Schematic of a Firebox with a preheat design. Air is able to flow through the primary route and
combust with the wood, and it is able to flow through a smaller, secondary route and interact with the embers
of the wood. Both these channels heat the air up as it moves toward the kiln.
2.2.3 Chimney
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The downdraft kiln is more complex in part because of the chimney. The chimney must be
designed correctly to ensure proper air flow. If the chimney is too short, the pressure difference
between the internal air and atmosphere will not be enough to move the air. If this happens, then
the chamber will lack the oxygen necessary for the temperature to rise during combustion (Olsen
1983). If enough air does not flow from the firebox, and air continues to flow out through the
chimney, the chamber will lose pressure. As the kiln attempts to reach equilibrium, the air from
the ambient environment will flow into the chamber from the chimney and other leaks in the
wall." The chimney needs to be designed to handle the air flow, and it must be designed in
concert with the entrances to the firebox. A large, even oversized, chimney is preferred to a
shorter one to prevent it from being the limiting factor in the volumetric flow rate. Additionally,
it is easier to adjust the sizes of the fire boxes than the chimney because they are more accessible
to the user. Moreover, it is important to note that the maximum volumetric flow rate that can be
accommodated by the chimney must be equal to or exceed the volumetric flow rate of the fire
boxes. Since the fire boxes are more accessible and easier to adjust than the chimney, it is better
to have a sizable chimney and then adjust the fire boxes accordingly.
On the other hand, the chimney cannot be too tall, for this will cause the air to move too fast
within the kiln. If the air moves too quickly, it will not have the chance to transfer sufficient heat
to the ceramic filters and the walls of the kiln. All of the heat will be drawn out to the
atmosphere via the chimney, and the efficiency of the kiln will decrease. For example, say we
have a chimney that is 5 meters tall, with a cross-sectional area of 0.1 m2, the draft velocity of the
chimney is 7.36 m/s. If the chimney height is doubled to 10 meters, the velocity becomes 10.88
m/s, which increases the mass flow rate of the air through the kiln by 32%.
Figure 8: Schematic of chimney, illustrating a pronounced taper for increasing the velocity of the air through
the chimney.
If raising the height of the chimney is not an option, the taper of the chimney could be adjusted.
The larger the taper, the faster the velocity is out of the chimney. The mass flow rate of the air
"Chimneys. n.d. Mar. 2007. <www.chimneys.com >.
leaving the chimney is constant, so by decreasing the cross-sectional area of the chimney, the
velocity has to increase.
2.2.4. Advantages and Concerns
The downdraft kiln is desirable because the air circulates enough by flowing up to the roof and
then down through the floor, providing a uniform temperature distribution along the height of the
kiln. Thus, there is no temperature gradient in the air in the chamber. This allows the filters to be
placed in the firing chamber in many positions with the same quality of firing. The filters near
the roof of the kiln will bake at the same temperature as those which reside near the floor of the
kiln.
The difficulty with the downdraft kiln is that it is more expensive to construct because of the
chimney. More supplies are needed, and more care is needed during the design phase. Air flow
needs to be balanced correctly in order for a draft to occur appropriately. The draft needs to be
slow enough to incur sufficient heat transfer to the wares, but also fast enough to bring oxygen in
for combustion.
2.3 Updraft Kilns
The updraft kiln is space efficient because the arch or dome is attached on top of the cube
structure. This enables more items to be fired in an updraft kiln for a given square area on the
ground than in a downdraft kiln. The kiln currently in use by Ceramica Tamakloe Limited in
Ghana is a downdraft kiln, identified by key characteristics such as the fuel loading openings and
the chimney; however, the filters produced are not robust enough. The updraft kiln will be
analyzed as an alternate consideration for Pure Home Water's kiln.
2.3.1 Basic Components of an Updraft Kiln
The updraft kiln, displayed in Figure 9, consists of three components: 1.fireboxes, attached to the
kiln through inlet flues, 2. an inner chamber, the area inside of the kiln where the pottery is
placed, and 3. an exit flue, an opening in the ceiling of the kiln where the hot air flows out. A
flue is a channel which allows air to flow through, often in an organized manner. The updraft
kiln simply has inlet and exit flues to allow air to enter and exit the kiln. The fireboxes and inlets
are located either to the side of or below the chamber floor. The heat from the fireboxes flows
into the chamber through the inlet flues which are openings in the bottom of the kiln. The heat
goes into the chamber where the pottery is stacked and air flows through the pottery on its way
up to the ceiling. Lastly, the heat exits the kiln through an exit flue at the top rear of the
chamber.
Exit Flue
-Arch
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Figure 9. Schematic drawing of components of updraft kiln and path of air flow. Courtesy of Frederick L.
Olsen.
2.3.2 Air Flow
The air is drawn from the inlet flues at the bottom of the kiln up to the exit flue or chimney at the
top of the arch or dome. Atmospheric pressure outside of the kiln is lower than the pressure built
up inside of the kiln from the trapped heat. Because air travels from a lower pressure location to
a higher pressure one, the air in the kiln is drawn through the exit flue. Similarly hot air rises and
therefore, air travels from a hotter location to a cooler location. Since the air inside the kiln is
significantly hotter than the kiln's surrounding temperature, there is a temperature gradient from
the bottom of the kiln to the atmosphere. This path of air flow is what gives an updraft kiln its
name.
2.3.3 Advantages and Concerns
The following are advantages of an updraft kiln:
* The updraft kiln is more efficient the lower the arch is.
* Because the updraft kiln relies on upward air flow, if it were to be enlarged, it could ei-
ther be scaled up or, alternatively, drawn up vertically, as Figure 10 displays.
* The pottery could be stacked higher and the kiln would not require more square footage
on the ground to fire more items. This implies great space efficiency in terms of quantity
of items that can be produced per square foot.
The following are disadvantages of an updraft kiln:
* The quality and efficiency of firing is reduced.
* The rate of air flow through the updraft kiln would increase and may be too fast to prop-
erly fire the pottery. This could result in an uneven firing process, and thus, poor prod-
ucts.
A
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Figure 10. An updraft kiln where the height is significantly greater than the width. The higher the arch is,
the less efficient the kiln is because the air is drawn through Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
* Air flow must be monitored. There is a large temperature gradient in the chamber
because of the method in which the air flows out. If the air flows too quickly or in the
wrong path, some portions of the pottery may be left unbaked or more susceptible to
breaking. The items at the top of the kiln may be under-fired while the items at the
bottom may be over-fired.
* The updraft kiln is not heat efficient. Because the air only passes through the chamber,
and thus the pottery, once, it is not being used efficiently. The air is quickly drawn out
and cooled down, so the kiln does not fully utilize the heat in the air. This requires a
large fuel input for a given number of items and may not be as heat efficient as it could
be. It is important to note that since air only circulates through the kiln one time, it is
important to strategically place the inlet flues to maximize how much the pottery is
heated in addition to how evenly it is fired.
The updraft kiln may not be the appropriate kiln for the purpose of firing ceramic water filters
because a uniform temperature distribution is necessary for the filters to bake evenly. This is a
necessity since the filters will be used on a daily basis in homes to remove bacteria and purify
water. Any failure in the filter will have negative health implications, so this must be prevented.
Additionally, in Tamale, space is not a concern so the space efficiency is no longer an advantage
to the updraft kiln. The choice of which type of kiln to use depends on what the final product is
and the conditions required to fire it. The downdraft kiln design will be assessed in terms of how
it relates to the updraft kiln and if it can produce the best ceramic water filters.
2.4 Alternative Kiln
One design that was reserved was the double kiln design by Robert Marquez. The design works
by having two chambers, each with its own firebox and chimney, as shown in Figure 11. One
kiln chamber is fired at a time. Once the firing kiln chamber has air moving through its chimney,
the chimney is closed off, which reroutes the hot air into the second chamber to preheat it for
future use. It is a novel design that uses only local materials. However, it did not meet our team's
design requirements. The double kiln design had been used for other purposes other than created
ceramic water filters, so the maximum temperature that had been reached in this wood burning
kiln was 800 0C. This is too low for the ceramic water filters, which must reach a maximum of
830 'C for the vitrification process.
One reason the double kiln probably does not reach higher temperature is that the the chimneys
are not very tall, just barely taller than the height of the chamber, which will create a slow draft.
The chimney also has to pull this warm air horizontally, which also reduces the draft because of
frictional losses as it flows through the clay duct. This slow draft impedes combustion, because
the fire is not getting enough air to bum enough wood to increase the temperature of the kiln to
our desired temperature.
Figure 11. Double kiln design. Schematic of double kiln design with air flow path. Courtesy of Robert
Marquez.
Chapter 3: Design of Kiln
3.1 Selecting Type of Kiln
The kiln currently in use at Ceramica Tamakloe Limited is a downdraft kiln in Accra, Ghana.
Since a new kiln will be built in Tamale, Ghana, new specifications can be considered in its
design. The three most important design considerations to select a new kiln include 1.
availability of land space, 2. maximization of fuel efficiency, and 3. required temperature
distribution. The availability of land area is not an issue and is less significant than fuel
efficiency. The final filters must have a certain characteristics which are dependent on the final
temperature and duration of temperature ramp up; otherwise they will not be able to serve their
function.
3.1.1 Land Area
The flexibility in land area allows this project to choose either an updraft or downdraft kiln as
based on the other criteria. The updraft design's largest advantage is its space efficiency, which,
has been stated, is not an issue.
3.1.2 Fuel Efficiency
When evaluating which kiln will be more fuel efficient, several factors must be considered. The
amount of fuel necessary varies from kiln to kiln, and it is imperative to minimize the amount of
fuel used both on environmental and cost criteria. Another factor to consider is the amount of
heat provided per unit of fuel and how long the air circulates through the filter. The updraft kiln
requires more fuel for a given amount of time for the same sized kiln than a downdraft kiln. It
also only circulates the air once before the chimney draws the air out. The downdraft kiln is
advantageous in this regard, since it circulates air through the kiln longer than the updraft.
3.1.3 Temperature Distribution
Lastly, the filters must be evenly fired and appropriately porous (due to the sawdust or rice husks
which are burned out). Both of these characteristics can be achieved with a uniform temperature
distribution which gradually increases in over time to approximately 1103 °K (830 °C). The
downdraft kiln creates a uniform temperature distribution which is conducive to evenly firing the
filters and not creating portions which are fired more than others. Since the downdraft kiln
fulfills the design considerations significantly better than the updraft kiln, the downdraft kiln will
be used for this project. The Pugh chart in Table 1 gives the criteria and the +/- rating which
show how the downdraft kiln was chosen.
Table 1. Pueh chart for uDdraft and downdraft kilns.
Uniform Temperature
Distribution
Provides a direct comparison between updratt and downdraft kilns using key criterion.
3.2 Kiln Sizing
Pure Home Water requested that the new kiln accommodates fifty filters, since this is the typical
number of filters which are prepared per firing cycle. The old kiln in Accra is larger than
necessary because its primary use is to fire ceramic tiles. The objective for the new kiln is to
minimize the amount of cubic feet needed to fire the filters in order to maximize fuel efficiency
and heated air flow.
The kiln will hold nine stacks of six filters in three rows as Figure 12 shows. Each stack will
alternately stack filters upright and then upside down, as Figures 13 displays. Given that the
height of the ceramic filter is 11" and the outer diameter is 11", it was found that 70 cubic feet
will comfortably accommodate fifty filters without much excess space. This maximizes the use
of heated air and minimizes heat loss.
Figure 12. Top view of filter layout within the kiln. There are three rows of three stacks. Each stack consists
of six filters.
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Figure 13. The kiln currently being used in Accra, Ghana. Six filters are piled per stack and are alternated
between being positioned upright and upside-down. Courtesy of Ron Rivera.
3.3 Firebox
The firebox must be sized large enough so that the air coming into the box can interact with as
much wood surface area as possible. The firebox of our design has inner dimensions of
45"x9"x 17.5". The 45" goes into the page.
__ __ __
Figure 14: Drawing of the firebox, with dimensions. This is a front view of the firebox, and the kiln chamber
is to the right of the drawing. Shown on the right are the fuel entrance, and a smaller clearance hole at the
bottom, which provides access to the embers to remove them. On the left is the inside of the firebox.
The firebox itself is split into two halves, separated by iron grates placed at 17.5in above the
floor of the firebox, as shown in Figure 14. The top of the firebox is where the wood is placed.
The bottom half of the firebox is for the falling coals and embers the result from the burning of
the wood. This allows the embers to be easily removed if they begin to block the recuperated air
ports. The bottom half of the firebox also gets hot because of the embers, and this adds heat to
the air from the recuperated air ports before they interact with the flame, reducing the fuel
consumption.
To place wood inside the firebox, the firebox has an opening in the front for loading wood,
shown in Figure 14 on the right. The wood rests on iron grates that are placed within the firebox.
In this design, the flame travels upward naturally, and proceeds to the kiln chamber. This makes
it easier for the operator to get the fire going into the chamber. This firebox is also considered
internal, because it resides within the main kiln walls, and this helps to keep heat inside the kiln
chamber instead of going to the atmosphere.
The alternate firebox design was to be an external firebox, one in which the wood could be
loaded from the top. This design forces the flame to travel downward inside the firebox. The
wood burns from the bottom of the stack of wood to the top of the stack of wood, therefore
placing fresh wood on top is where the flame temperature is lowest (Rhodes 1981). This is a
benefit to the kiln operator because they don't need to continually expose themselves to the full
force of the flame, which would occur if the operator were loading from the front of the kiln. The
heat from the flame can cause exhaustion and other safety hazards. The drawback to this firebox
is that it is more challenging to direct the flame at first to the chamber, because it wants to move
upward, and lots of time and effort can be spent by the novice user wasting wood and heat. For
these reasons, it was best to go with the front loading firebox.
After calculating that the combustion in the box needs 0.15 kg/s of air to enter the kiln, the
firebox air entrance flues were sized to maintain a entrance speed of 1.43 m/s. This speed was
chosen because the average speed though a kiln should approximately be 4-5 ft/s during peak
temperature, based on experiences of kiln experts. In order to achieve this, 4 entrance flues are
evenly spaced on the top side of the firebox, each with a dimension of 7.5" by 4.5". This size
was chosen because this is a standard size of brick, reducing the need to cut and modify them.
The entrance flue size can be increased to 10" long by removing a loose brick. This will add
more air to the system if necessary, in what is called excess air. Excess air is a safety factor to
increase the amount of air flowing through the kiln.
The air travels from the firebox through a channel made by the kiln wall and the bagwall. The
bagwall height is adjustable, and is currently set at 3ft. The height of the bagwall determines how
high the flame will travel in the kiln. Ideally the kiln reaches the top of the chamber and then
flows downward toward the exits. However, if the bagwall is too high this can result in a
chamber that heats unevenly, with much of the heat being used at the top, leaving the bottom
relatively cool. A large bagwall also absorbs a lot of the heat that was meant for the filters. The
bagwalls can be adjusted after repeated firings in order to determine the best height for the
particular kiln.
3.4 Exit From Chamber
Our chamber has a floor area that is 45in by 45in, which is an area of 2025in^2. Evenly spaced
along the floor are exit ports, which must be sized so that the combustion products coming from
the firebox maintain the same velocity with which they came. From the two sides of the kiln, the
area of all the inlet ports comes to 270 inA2. In order to increase the velocity of the air as it exits
the chamber, the area of the exit ports in the chamber floor are reduced in area. Therefore there
are 6 exit ports, each 9 in by 4.5 in, the size of a standard brick. This results in a exit area of 243
inA2. An extra set of exit ports can be added in size to allow for extra air to flow if it is found that
the draft is too slow through the kiln. The draft becomes too slow if the mass flow rate of 0.15
kg/s cannot be maintained, which can occur if the pottery inside the kiln impede the flow of the
air. This causes the air to slow down. If the stacking arrangement is found to impede air flow,
creating more venues for the air to escape may be required, if the filters cannot be arranged
differently. This is done by removing a loose brick from the outer rows of exit ports. Figure 15
shows the arrangement of the exit flues, at the largest size.

Overhead View: Exit Ports
ExitPort
Figure 15: Overhead view of exit ports along with the exit flues shown in dashed lines.
The exit ports lead to the exit flues, which are shown in Figure 15 with dashed lines, and in a
frontal view in Figure 16. They are located underneath the floor of the chamber. These channel
the air that is leaving the chamber and direct it to the back of the kiln. These channels are 63 in
long, 10 in deep, and 6.5 in wide. After the air leaves the kiln through these channels, it is
brought to the chimney, where it escapes to the atmosphere.
Figure 16: Drawing of the exit flue channels underneath the floor of the chamber.
3.5 Chimney
The chimney is the final part of the design. It too must be sized in correlation with the inlet and
exit flues. It is what causes a good draft to occur in the kiln chamber. It's cross section is 13.5 in
by 13.5 in, which equals 182.25 square inches. This maintains the mass flow of the air because
the air slows down once it reaches the kiln chamber because of the extra area to travel in.
Because the chamber has an inner height of 5 ft, the chimney must be able to draw that air
downward. A taller chimney is required because of this. According to Frank Olsen in The Kiln
Book, it is important to have 3 ft of chimney height for every foot of the inner chamber height. It
is also important to add a foot of chimney height for every 3 ft of horizontal distance the air has
to travel before it reaches the chimney. Assuming the the chimney can be built within 6 feet of
the kiln at the selected site, this brings our chimney height to 14 ft. Instead of tapering the
chimney to increase the air velocity of the chimney, we decided to increase the height, for it is
easier to adjust the height of a chimney than its taper after it has been built. With this in mind
and an added safety factor in case of construction abnormalities, the final chimney height is 15 ft.
3.6 Fuels
All sources of fuel which will be discussed in this chapter should be available in Tamale, Ghana.
However, some may be more accessible, safer, and easier to use than others.
One criterion by which the fuel will be assessed is the amount of heat that it releases. Heat is the
heat energy which is released due to combustion. It is measured in British thermal units, Btu's,
or calories. One Btu is equivalent to the amount of required heat to increase one pound of water
by one degree Fahrenheit and one calorie is the required heat to raise one cubic centimeter of
water by one degree Centigrade. Oil, natural gas and different wood are compared in Table 2.
Table 2. Fuel comparison chart using heat energy released.
Fuel Source Heat Energy Released (Btu/Volume)
Oil (#2 Fuel) 135,000-139,000 Btu/gallon or 1,008,000-1,038,000 Btu/cu. ft
Natural Gas 950-1050 Btu/cu. ft.
Air dried hickory wood 24,200,000 Btu/cord or 284,706 Btu/cu. ft.
Air dried aspen wood 12,300,000 Btu/cord or 144,706 Btu/cu. ft.
Courtesy of Daniel Rhodes.
3.6.1 Oil
Oil is a common fuel source and is a great for kilns. It tends to be messy to use even with an oil
burner. While there are fairly efficient oil burners which allow oil to act as a vapor similar to
natural gas, a basic one will suffice for a kiln. One of the simplest oil burners is the drip burner
which entails oil being "volatilized on a hot surface, then burned as the vapor mixes with the air
entering the burner port" (Rhodes 1981). Figure 17 shows how the drip oil burner works. It first
drips from the valve into the funnel and is pulled by gravity to a steel or iron pan. The flame is
applied here and air enters from the sides so that the oil and air burn and the vapor rises.
Valve
Pipe
Figure 17. Oil burner in downdraft kiln. The oil droplets heat up from the flame and then the inflowing air
reacts with the oil to produce an oil vapor which enters the kiln. Courtesy of Daniel Rhodes.
Oil is more expensive than natural gas and harder to control. Its messiness and smell must be
controlled. Oil does burn more easily than wood or coal; however, the oil must be broken down
into fine droplets so that the air can react with it for fast combustion. Oil is a reasonable choice
as a fuel, but there could be improvement.
3.6.2 Coal
Coal is readily available in most areas; however, it is not a typical fuel used in current kilns.
Coal has a high concentration of thermal energy which it releases per cubic foot and it is also
very steady yet intense during combustion. On the other hand, it contains sulfur which is
damaging to the pottery and has a high carbon content. Coal burning can achieve extremely high
temperatures which can be controlled. Coal does require a large firebox as well as well designed
flues and chimney so that the draft is unobstructed, similar to wood.
3.6.3 Natural Gas
Gas is typically the fuel source of choice for pottery makers because it is relatively inexpensive,
accessible and easy to use. Natural gas is the preferred gas out of the various types of gases
including coal gas and producer gas. Gas can be piped in and controlled easily with a valve. It is
not messy like oil and can be burned with simple and inexpensive burners (Rhodes 1981). On
the other hand, the initial investment may be costly and the thermal energy it stores is
significantly less than coal or wood. Additional piping will be necessary to transport the gas and
will require a high dependence on the local supplying utility company.
3.6.4 Wood
I
Wood is the traditional fuel source used for kilns since it is readily available and easy to use.
Wood of all forms can be used, from twigs and brush to split wood. The wood needs to be dried
out to use, but that effort results in a high concentration of thermal energy as Table 2 shows.
Additionally, wood produces a long flame which improves the heating of the air.
Similar to coal, wood needs to have a firebox to burn the wood and a grate as well (Rhodes
1981). The grate allows both the wood and the falling embers to heat air and should be
appropriately spaced for the wood size that will be used.
Wood was the fuel of choice for this specific kiln due to its abundant and inexpensive nature. In
addition, it is a reliable fuel source that has been used for years. While deforestation is a
concern, it is best to use wood initially to understand the kiln's dynamics. After a while, the
wood can be substituted with an alternative fuel.
3.6.5 Alternative Fuels
Since deforestation is a large concern and important motivation behind this kiln redesign,
alternative fuels readily available in Tamale were considered. The main two potential fuel
sources evaluated were shea nuts and plastic bags/sachet bags.
Millions of shea nut trees are native to West Africa and shea nuts are often processed for use as
cooking oil. Shea nuts are also processed for cosmetics which are often exported out of Ghana.
Although they are readily available, it takes weeks to process shea nuts so they can be used as a
fuel. Additionally, they are extremely valuable, making the long and arduous process
worthwhile for the local women. Because of their high value and consumption of time and effort
to process the shea nuts into oil, it was thought best not to use shea nuts as an alternative fuel
source for the kiln.
Plastic bags/sachet bags are readily available in Ghana as they are strewn everywhere in the
roads. They are abundant, have a negative impact on the environment, and are not typically
reused. It would be beneficial to the Ghanaian community if these bags were collected and used
in a productive manner, i.e. fuel source. While conceptually this seems like a feasible idea,
much more research needs to be done in this area. Many plastics results in toxic fumes,
endangering the health of the individual as well as the environment. Additionally, the fumes of
the plastic may alter the filters' composition and performance, both of which will be unknown
unless the fuel is tried.
Alternative fuels should be tested since ideally wood would not be the prominent fuel source for
the kiln. However, before they are tested, their value to the community and their adverse effects
should both be assessed. There are many materials which can be burned effectively and
experimentation is encouraged.

Table 3. Pugh chart comparing fuel sources.
Fuel Inexpensive Btu/Cu.Ft. Ease of Use
Oil - ++ -
Coal + + ++
Natural Gas - - +
Wood + + ++
Shea Nuts ++ N/A ---
Plastic ++ N/A ---
3.7 Materials
The kiln will be composed of three main materials: bricks to build the wall, mortar to hold the
bricks together, and iron to support the kiln in the form of a frame. The materials used in the kiln
will mostly include refractory, or heat resistant, materials because they can withstand extreme
conditions. Refractory materials tend to not change form in extreme temperatures and can often
resist "one or more of the destructive forces of abrasion, which can be pressure, thermal
expansion and/or the chemical attacks of either acid or base slags or fluxes at high temperatures"
(Olsen 1983).
There are five main categories of refractory materials: oxides, carbides, nitrates, borides, and
elements. As Figure 18 depicts, the melting points are highest for carbides and lowest for
oxides. While it is necessary to find a refractory material that can withstand high temperatures,
is a poor conductor, and is a good insulator, it is equally important to make sure that the material
also allows the kiln to cool down at the appropriate pace .The last four categories of materials
listed above tend to oxidize when exposed to air and have incredibly low conductivity, thus they
are rendered useless for kiln purposes (Rhodes 1981). Within oxides, the most useful and
available material is clay, and more specifically kaolinite clay which is circled on the chart
(Rhodes 1981).
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Figure 18. Chart comparing refractory materials.
3.7.1 Bricks
Bricks are a conmmon material used to construct a kiln because they are readily available around
the world, are easy to maintain and build with, often have refractory properties and are good
insulators. For these reasons, the wall will mostly be composed of bricks which will either be
available or easy to create. The brick could be combined with an additional material such as
alumina to strengthen its refractory properties, either in the brick composition itself or as an
additional layer on top.
The brick can be composed of commonly found clay, a reddish brown clay. This is the most
available clay in the world, and already has low conductivity and high insulation. However, it
can be further improved if a refractory material were combined with the clay before the brick is
fired. Kaolin is one of the oxides which is often found in clay. Kaolinite brick is the most
commonly used brick for kilns due to its abundant nature and ideal properties.
Another approach to improve the insulation of the wall could be to include an additional material
in between layers of bricks. The supplementary material being assessed is an alumina coating.
Aluminum is a metal which has the properties as both a good conductor and heat reflector. 12 It is
often used in construction when an insulting material is needed. Aluminum itself will not suffice
for this project, because the melting temperature is approximately 933 K (660 "C). However,
alumina has a melting temperature of 2320 K (2047 "C), making it a more ideal material, and
with the same properties as a good thermal insulator and heat reflector." If this material were
coated in between two layers of bricks for the kiln structure, it may aid in preventing heat loss.
3.7.2 Mortars
Mortar is the substance which attaches bricks together and has a tight molecular structure. It is a
refractory cement and the technique in applying the mortar is as important as the mortar itself.
The mortar needs to have similar properties as the brick to minimize heat loss. It should be able
to withstand any thermal expansion or forces of the brick, so it faces higher requirements.
According to The Kiln Book, mortar serves to: "(1) Bond the brickwork into a solid monolithic
structure, having greater resistance to mechanical and thermal shocks and stresses; (2) make a
gas- or airtight kiln; (3) provide a flat surface between irregular bricks; (4) prevent penetration of
slag through the joints" (Olsen 1983).
Refractory mortar is made of refractory clay, so it will have the desired properties; however, it
should be monitored so that it doesn't get too dry when being applied. Water should be added so
that the mortar has the consistency of thick mud. It should be spread on the bricks with a trowel
so that the thickness of the mortar is approximately 1 cm (Itabashi et. al. 2003). At the same
time, the amount of mortar used should be minimized because brick is a better insulator and
creates a stronger structure. Additionally, since the mortar is made of refractory clay, it may
shrink (Rhodes 1981). Grog can be added to reduce the shrinkage but it best to discuss the
mortar with the local hardware store.
3.7.3 Iron
The third material for the kiln is iron for the grate and frame. Iron is the fourth most abundant
material on earth and is readily available in Ghana. It will be easy to find in multiple forms
including angled, as a rod, and as a sheet. The grate will be composed of iron rods on which the
wood or other fuel will be placed and then burned. Iron is ideal for this function because its
melting temperature of approximately 1800 K (1527 "C) which will withstand the high
temperature from the flame. Additionally, iron is typically used for supporting purposes and can
be used to construct a frame for the kiln due to its strength. A measure of stiffness, the Young's
Modulus, is 211 Giga Pascals for iron, which indicates more than sufficient strength.
3.8 Wall Design
'
2The Advantages of Aluminum. n.d. 20 Mar. 2007. < http://kyoto-shisaku.com/english/library/arumi/cyosyo.htm>.
'
3Wikipedia. Aluminum Oxide. 6 May 2007. 19 Apr. 2007. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminum_oxide>.
The walls of the kiln are critical to minimize heat loss yet still aid in the cooling down process of
the filters. The thickness of the wall, as well as the wall's design, needs to be devised taking into
account the necessary heating and cooling rates in addition to heat losses.
There are two wall designs being considered for the kiln, one with only bricks and one with
bricks and an additional refractory material such as alumina. Both designs consist of 2 layers of
bricks, which is standard for Potters for Peace kilns. Both designs were evaluated to see which
had the lowest heat loss. The thermal resistance method, described in Section 4.4.2, was used.
They were analyzed at steady state to evaluate which would provide a better heat barrier.
Surprisingly, it did not result in much of a difference. The calculations, included in Table 4 and
determined by the Matlab code provided in Appendix 1, suggest that two layers of brick or two
brick layers with an alumina coating will reduce the heat loss by approximately half of just a
single brick. It appears that there is not a significant difference with the alumina included and it
may be better to find bricks with alumina already mixed in if available. Alumina is merely one
type of refractory material, but is not necessary because clay alone is effective at minimizing
heat loss. At steady state, it appears that the heat loss through all of the standing walls equals
approximately 24.7 Kilowatts for the two bricks with alumina, only 60 Watts less than the wall
with just two bricks. These results indicate that the alumina would not significantly reduce heat
loss.
Table 4. Compare heat loss through various wall designs.
Wall Design Heat Loss (Kilowatts)
One Brick -46.629
Two Bricks -24.771
Two Bricks with Alumina -24.710
3.9 Recuperation Designs
3.9.1 Recuperation Design Utilizing Power
In addition to maximizing efficiency from a fuel and air flow standpoint, the design of the new
kiln intends further efficiency improvements or recuperation designs. For the purposes of this
project, the heated air from the chimney will be reused. One common method to recover heat is
to use a heat exchanger. It allows for cool air to pass through heated air, thus heating up the cool
air during this interaction.
For this project, a design such as Figure 19 would apply, with a pipe being inserted into the
chimney. "Cold" air from the atmosphere would pass down through the pipe, getting heated up
by the hot air coming up through the chimney. The cold air will not naturally be pushed down
the pipe because of the pressure gradient; however, it can be forced down with a strong fan or air
blower. The air would be diverted back to the kiln's firebox where the preheated air reenters the
kiln, thus quickening the time necessary to heat the air for re-circulation.
Blower
Figure 19. Schematic of recuperation design. The cold air enters the chimney with the aid of the blower and
the air is forced down the pipe. The hot air in the chimney which surrounds the pipe heats up the cold air as
it flows down the pipe. The air is then diverted back to the firebox where the air reenters the kiln preheated.
This design allows for heated air to be reused, thus improving the fuel and thermal efficiency of
the kiln. It would result in a temperature increase of 60 *C for the temperature flowing out of the
pipe, reducing fuel consumption by 4 percent.
This kiln design has been proven to work. It was designed by Arthur W. Francis Jr. at Alfred
University, as published in the magazine Studio Potter, Vol. 7, No.2. The disadvantage to this
recuperation method is the additional power needed to make it work. The fan or air blower is
critical in this method, otherwise the cool air will not flow down the pipe.
The additional power requirements for the use of a proposed small fan such as the one in Figure
20 would add the initial cost of setting up electrical capacity and the continued cost from running
the fan during kiln operation.
Figure 20. Small air blowers. Two types of air blowers used in kilns. Courtesy of Bailey Pottery'" and
Vacuum Guide.15
3.9.2 Recuperation Design Without Power
In a downdraft kiln, the air will move through the chimney in the fashion described above.
However, in order to utilize the heat that is being wasted, a couple of recuperation designs have
been proposed in order to return some of the heat that has already passed through the kiln and
utilize it again in the chamber.
One idea is to have a brick shell surround the kiln. Instead of having the kiln exit flues lead the
hot air to the back of the kiln and through the chimney, the air would be directed toward the sides
of the kiln, where the fireboxes are. The hot air would then travel upwards in the channel created
by the brick shell and the kiln wall. During this process, the hot air would heat the air that is
entering the firebox. Hotter air takes less energy to combust, so by heating the air before it is
enters the firebox allows more of the energy that is stored in the wood to be transferred to the
kiln chamber instead of being used during the combustion process. The reason this design was
not pursued was because of the unique chimney shape. It provided too much cross sectional area,
and would not gather the air enough to provide a good draft through the kiln.
14Bailey Pottery. n.d. 14 May 2007. <http://www.baileypottery.com/images/blower.jpg>.
"Vacuum Guide. n.d. 10 May 2007. <http://www.vacuum-guide.com/images/xzepher-blower.jpg>.
Chapter 4: Thermodynamics
4.1 Model Description
The proposed kiln model takes necessary characteristics into account in order to produce the
desired filters. These include how the temperature should be distributed throughout the kiln,
how heat is transferred in the kiln, how the kiln should be shaped, and how the air flows through
the chamber and filters.
4.1.1 Temperature Distribution of Overall Kiln
The kiln needs to have the ability to fire the filters as evenly as possible and gradually increase to
the desired temperature over a period of approximately eight hours. Both of these aspects are
crucial because of the materials that compose the filters and the properties that the final filters
needs to contain.
The filters consist of common clay mixed with sawdust particles or rice husks. As the filter is
fired, the combustible burns away, leaving the filter entirely porous. The porosity is needed for
the water to flow through the filter. In order to achieve the appropriate porosity, two steps must
occur: 1. the correct amount of combustible must be combined with the clay prior to firing, and
2. the combustible must be gradually burned away rather than quickly. The clay itself may be
fired at a faster rate than the filter; however, when the combustible is burned, it is necessary for
the carbon that results from the reaction to exit the filter without leaving a black or grey vein,
carbon that prevents the water flow.'6 If the temperature in the kiln increases too quickly, the
burning sawdust will also burn the filter in that area and may make portions of the filter brittle.
Additionally, the filter needs to be strong enough to hold water on a daily basis for a few years.
If it cracks, it is no longer a useful method of water treatment. Since these filters are intended to
be sturdy and reliable, the fired filter needs to be evenly baked and withstand the pressure from
the water as well as the force from the bucket or container it is placed in. If the filters are fired
too quickly, there is a higher chance of them falling apart or crumbling when in use.
In order to achieve the appropriate state for the filter, the temperature should reach 830°C over a
span of approximately eight hours." Additionally, the kiln should cool down gradually for at
least eight hours so the filters can set and do not get damaged. These parameters have been
proven over the years with kilns used specifically for the Potters for Peace water filters.'"
4.2 Heat Transfer
Heat transfer is an important process that occurs during the firing cycle of the kiln. It is how the
latent heat stored in the wood fuel is passed to the filters in order to harden them and make them
"'Ron Rivera, Potters for Peace Coordinator in Nicaragua
'
7Peter Tamakloe, Owner of Ceramica Tamakloe
is Ron Rivera, Potters for Peace Coordinator in Nicaragua
ready for use. Understanding this process allows for proper material selection and a fine tuning
of the steps in the firing process of the kiln to gain good efficiency. The firing process is
described in chapter 5. There are four modes of heat transfer that occur: combustion, convection,
radiation, and conduction.
4.2.1 Combustion
Combustion is the starting reaction in the kiln, when the fuel is lit and a flame produced, and it
requires a source of oxygen so that the flame can be sustained. Maintaining a good air flow is
critical to any kiln design, so that the flame does not die down or is smothered. Once the wood is
burning, more wood can be added in order to increase the heat. Combustion itself is a chemical
reaction. Because of the presence of a spark or initial flame, the oxygen in the air reacts to the
fuel that is being burned." In the case of wood, the resins in the wood and the cellulose that
makes up the wood burn first. In the process of burning, the resins and cellulose produce carbon
in the form of charcoal. This charcoal sustains the burning for longer periods of time and at
higher temperatures by mixing with more oxygen.
Wood burning is a fairly fast process because of the existence of volatile gases. The volatile
gases are trapped as solids in the wood, and they are released during the burning. Volatile gases
include H20 and CO2.These gases are also combusted after they are released. For every atom of
carbon that is burned, 3 times as much of the volatile gas is burned.20 These are the first gases
that are released during combustion. When air is entering the firebox, it burns these off first,
while the rest of the air interacts with the wood body to produce the charcoal needed for the end
of the firing to sustain the temperature during the firing cycle.
Adiabatic Flame Temperature
The flame temperature is an important part of the chemistry behind combustion. The flame
temperature that is calculated from the stoichiometric relationships between the fuel and the
oxygen is the ideal or maximum temperature that the flame can reach. For the wood that will be
used in Ghana, the adiabatic flame temperature was calculated to be 1630 K, or 1357 "C. This
temperature occurs when the amount of wood burning has the exact amount of air needed to
combust completely. In reality, this is rarely attained. Oftentimes there will be too much air or
too little air, situations that are described as fuel-lean or fuel-rich, respectively. This is used as an
advantage in the kiln processes however, for it allows the operator to control the temperature of
the kiln chamber. By increasing the flow of air into the firebox, the operator is able to lower the
temperature of the flame, and thus the internal temperature of the kiln.
It is critical that the wood be dry as well, for wood that has too much moisture will use valuable
energy removing this moisture before higher temperatures can be reached by the flame. If wood
is air-dried, between 15%-20% of its weight could be moisture, which requires up to 33% of its
'
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potential energy to remove enough moisture to sufficiently begin to raise the temperature, and it
can take up to two years to dry wood to get it in good condition.21 A faster way of drying the
wood is oven-drying. Care must be taken so that the temperature of the oven does not get too hot,
otherwise the wood would begin to burn. The oven should be maintained at between 50 C to 60
C in order to prevent this from happening. 22However, for our situation in Ghana, the cost of
drying fuel for our kiln would be too high, therefore the goal is to find facilities that already use
dried wood, and use the scraps that are being thrown away. An example of this would be a
furniture manufacturer.
4.2.2 Convection
There are three phases or discrete firing intervals: the heating up phase, the constant temp phase,
and the cool down phase. During phase I of the firing process, when the kiln is heating up to its
desired temperature, convection is the main type of heat transfer inside the kiln chamber.
Convection is heat transfer between a fluid and a solid. The fluid in this case is the air moving
about inside the chamber of the kiln, and the solids include the kiln walls as well as the filters.
As the air moves inside the chamber and moves along the solids, this contact allows for heat to
transfer from the air to the kiln walls and the filters. The heat that is transferred corresponds to
the heat flux, which is the rate at which heat, or energy, moves from one body to another.
4.2.3 Radiation
During phase II, in which the firing is trying to maintain a constant temperature inside the kiln,
radiation plays an important role. Radiation is also heat transfer between two bodies, with a
special condition. Radiation does not need direct contact or a fluid medium to transfer its heat,
because it transfers energy from one body to another through waves. Radiation can occur in a
vacuum. Radiation occurs between the kiln walls and the filters. It is during this phase that
radiation plays a big part because the air flow in phase II is diminished because the temperature
no longer needs to rise. Combustion during this phase is minimal: the air flow into the kiln is
diminished, and, thus the amount of fuel going into the firebox is also reduced so as not to
smother the flame.
4.2.4 Conduction
Conduction is a heat transfer process that occurs in solids. Either the heat is transferring through
the solid, or two or more solids are in contact and they are transferring heat between themselves.
Conduction occurs in the filters as well as the kiln walls. The conduction through the filters is the
desired heat transfer. This heat transfer dries out and hardens the filter, removing excess water
and moisture, and it also burns the sawdust that is present in the filter mixture, which creates the
pores necessary for the filter to work. The kiln walls experience a temperature gradient between
their inside facing wall and their outside facing wall, which is exposed to atmospheric
2
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conditions. The: heat moves from this inner facing wall towards the outer wall, and then on to the
atmosphere. Heat that escapes to the atmosphere is unused and wasted, and must be minimized
in order for the kiln to be effective and the amount of fuel used reduced.
Heat loss is an important factor in building a kiln for, as with most thermal projects, it is to be
avoided. The conduction properties of the kiln walls are very important. The brick that is used
must be good insulators in order to keep as much heat inside the kiln as possible. Heat that
escapes through the kiln walls is wasted and unrecoverable, which lowers the efficiency of the
kiln. More fuel would be needed to over come this heat loss. Heat loss can also be minimized by
proper construction of the kiln; the less air that leaks out of the chamber through the walls, the
better.
During the cooling phase of the kiln, heat loss is desired but in a controlled fashion. The kiln
needs to cool slowly in order to prevent damage to the filters during this phase, but if it takes too
long, time is wasted as the kiln needs to be fired the next day to begin the process anew. In order
to effectively control this phase of the firing process, the air flow through the kiln is increased
by opening the chimney and inlet flues to their maximum. The door of the kiln can be opened as
well in order to give the hot air another avenue of escape. If the rate of cooling is too fast, the
chimney can be constricted by what is called a damper, a metal door that impedes the path of the
air out of the chimney.
4.3 Air Flow
The air flow starts by moving into the firebox of the kiln. This flow occurs through the primary
and secondary air ports. The air that comes in through the primary air ports is what is mixed with
the wood for combustion. The secondary air mixes with the combustion products and moves up
into the kiln. The secondary air has come into the firebox and mixes with the embers from the
wood above it. Moving through the embers heats the secondary air. The secondary air is used to
combust the volatile gases that are released from the wood. By preheating the secondary air, less
energy is used for the combustion, and this allows more heat to be transferred to the chamber.
The combusted air moves from the firebox to the chamber of the kiln via the entrance flue. This
entrance flue is a channel created by the kiln wall and the bag wall, which is a stack of bricks
that directs the combusted air to the top of the kiln chamber. As it moves up the kiln walls, the
air gives off some of its heat to the kiln wall and the bag wall. This air motion is considered
forced flow, because the air is moving against its natural tendencies in this situation. The air that
is moving in the entrance flue is becoming more dense because it is losing heat to the walls of
the channel, which should cause it to sink. However, because of the forced flow, it continues to
move upward.
Once the combusted air has reached the end of the channel, it moves along the arch of the
chamber and continues to give off more heat to the kiln arch. At this point, the direction of the
flow changes, for the air begins to move downward once it reaches the kiln chamber. This occurs
for two reasons. One is that the chimney is pulling a draft through the kiln, and the only way for
the air to leave the kiln chamber is through the exit flues in the floor. The second reason is that
because at the top of the chamber has given off some of its heat to the walls of the kiln, it is now
denser than the air that is behind it in the flow, so it begins to descend to make room for this
lighter air behind it.
The kiln chamber is packed tightly with the ceramic filters, but they are packed in such a way
that directs the hot air through the array of filters and down to the exit ports. These exit ports
direct the air into the exit flues, which lead to the chimney. The chimney is located behind the
kiln. As stated before, the chimney drives the draft through the kiln. The difference in densities
between the hot air inside the kiln and the atmospheric air is large, and the buoyancy effects
dictates that the hot air leaving the kiln chamber should want to rise when it comes into contact
with the atmospheric air.
Chimney Design
The mass flow rate is dictated by the chimney. The draft through the chimney, and thus through
the kiln, is determined by the difference in pressure between a chimney stack full of air at T=
300K, and the chimney stack full of air at an elevated temperature. The temperature difference
leads to a difference in density. The pressure difference is dependent of the densities and the
height of the chimney, shown in Equation 1.
ip = (Potsid,,,e- inside) gh (1)
With the difference in pressure, it is possible to find the energy losses of the air as it flows
through the chimney, called the head loss. That is given with a variation of the Bernoulli
equation, shown in Equation 2. The term hf sums up the losses due to a change in potential
energy, and the the energy that comes from the pressure difference.
AP
h,= -h (2)
Pcombustiong
With the head loss known, the Reynold's number is necessary to find the velocity through the
chimney and the mass flow rate. For this situation, the Reynold's number is given via a
correlation based on the head loss, frictional losses, the length of the chimney, and the kinematic
viscosity of the air, u. The correlation is given in Equation 7.
el/d 1.775 gd3 hf9d _(8x).51o g ( + ) where x =3.7 VThv (3)
With the Reynold's number, the velocity through the chimney, and the mass flow rate through
the entire kiln is determined. The mass flow rate calculated using Equation 9 is used to determine
how much heat is lost through the kiln walls, as well as how much heat is transferred to the
filters.
Velocity = (4)Diameter
1h = P combustionA chimney Velocity (5)
4.4 Thermodynamics
4.4.1 Temperature Distribution
Two underlying assumptions will occur for much of the thermodynamic analysis of the kiln. The
first is that the temperature will rise for a period of eight hours, and the second is that it will rise
approximately 100K (100*C) each hour until 1103*K (830"C) is reached. These are reasonable
assumptions because the eight hour duration has been tested over the years in numerous
countries. Additionally, the kiln will be regularly monitored and fuel will be added so that the
kiln rises at a rate of approximately 100"K (100*C) each hour. Each portion of the kiln can be
simplified by assuming the 100*K (100*C) increase each hour.
4.4.2 Thermal Resistance
The thermal resistances used in the following analysis give an indication of how much heat is
being transferred. The thermal resistance can be modeled as electrical resistances conceptually.
There are different coefficients associated with convection, conduction, and radiation which take
into account geometric and material properties.
If convection and radiation occur simultaneously through the same mediums, then they are
modeled in parallel but if only one occurs, then it is modeled in series. An example of the
thermal resistance used to model the heat transfer from the kiln's chamber through the brick wall
is shown in Figure 21. This method will be used for all the heat transfer modeling that occurs in
the subsequent portions of this analysis.
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Figure 21. Thermal resistance modeled as electrical resistances. The equivalent resistances in between each
set of temperatures are added in series to calculate the total equivalent resistance.
The resistance (Rz) from temperature one (TI) to temperature two (T2) is equivalent to the
resistances from convection and radiation acting in parallel. The resistance is found for each
segment and Req equals the sum of the equivalent resistances because they are acting in series
with each other. Equations (6) through (10) show how the resistances and temperatures can then
be used to determine the heat transfer.
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In these equations, he is the convection constant which varies with temperature, h, is the radiation
constant which varies with temperature, A is the area over which the transfer is occurring, t is the
thickness of the wall, k is the thermal conductivity of the wall, and q is the heat transfer rate.
4.4.3 Combustion
To represent the fire moving through the kiln, a flame temperature was determined. The
adiabatic flame temperature is an ideal temperature for a fire for a certain set of chemical
conditions. It is at its highest when the chemical reaction is at stoichiometric conditions. This
means that the reaction is at its ideal ratio between fuel and air. The chemical equation for wood
burning is shown in Equation 11. Equation 11 is valid for stoichiometric conditions or a fuel-lean
condition, which means that there is more oxygen available than wood to burn, which causes
complete combustion.
a 79 a 79 a
CH20+ E02+ 2- E N2 IvCO+V2 HO+ 22 2+ N221 0 21 (11)
v1, v2, v3, and a can be found by balancing the sides of the equation. 4 is a measure of the
existence of excess air. The excess air formula is shown in Equation 12.
Excess Air =- (12)
The more excess air there is entering into the combustion reaction, the lower the flame
temperature. The heat that is generated by the combustion process heats up the air. Because there
is more air than necessary, the heat essentially gets spread out, which reduces the temperature.
Once Equation 11 has been balanced, the flame temperature can be determined. In the
combustion reaction the amount of enthalpy in is equal to the enthalpy out. Because the
quantities of each reactant on the left-hand side and product on the right-hand side is known, the
enthalpies are known, which determine the flame temperature. The formula for this is shown in
Equation 13.
nwood Hf wood=CO,[ (H co, (Tflame) - H co (T i)) +Hf HoI
+nH O[ (HHO (Tflame)-HH O(Ti))+ HfH (13)
+no,(Ho,(T flame) o(T)) (13)
+nN,(HN,(Tam)-HN,(T,))
Equation 13 uses the difference between enthalpy of the of C0 2, H20, 02, and N2 at the flame
temperature and at the temperature they came in at, and the enthalpy of formation, Hf, which is
the amount of enthalpy that was used in order to create the chemical compound. Equation 3 is
used iteratively, as the flame temperature is guessed and then incremented until the two sides of
the equation agree. However, because of the difference in enthalpies, the flame temperature is
high enough that other chemical processes, called dissociation occur. This means that stable
compounds at room temperature, such as 02 and H20, are unstable and break apart. This takes
energy, which reduces the flame temperature. When dissociation occurs, the quantities of the
products are no longer known, and an approximation formula is used, which is given in Equation
14,
Tame= YQ + Ti (14)CPair
where Y is the ratio between the molecular weight of the fuel over the molecular weight of all
the reactants, and Q is the amount of Joules present in a kilogram of wood, which was found to
be 16.3 Mjoules. Cpair is the specific heat of air and Ti is the temperature of the air as it enters the
reaction. Using Equation 14, and an excess air of 20%, a flame temperature of 1630K was
found. The equation for Y is given in Appendix 4, and it can change based on the amount of ex-
cess air.
4.4.4 Walls and Bagwall
Air From Fireboxes
Once the air is combusted, it is at an elevated temperature and is rising to pass through the kiln.
Because the walls of the kilns are dense, very little heat is transferred to them, which causes the
temperature of the air to get to the chamber virtually unchanged. However, because the heat
transfer occurs over a long period of time, the walls slowly heat up. Radiation plays a very
important role in the heating up of the walls, much more so than convection. Much more energy
is transferred through radiation than convection to the kiln walls.
In order to determine the temperature of the kiln walls over time, the convective and radiative
heat transfer coefficients must be calculated. The convective heat transfer is dependent on the
geometry, which in this case is a rectangular channel, created by the wall and the bagwall. For
this geometry, the Nusselt number was found via Equation 15, a correlation for forced flow
through a duct. It is based on the Reynolds number, and a friction factor, which was determined
to be .037 from the Moody chart. The convective heat transfer coefficient, h_conv is then found
from the Nusselt number equation.
f ( -1000)*Prair8 kaair
NuD 2 where hconv= NuD (15)
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The radiation term is dependent on the temperature of the flames as well as the temperature of
the kiln walls. The greater the difference in the temperatures, the greater amount of energy is
transferred through radiation. First the emissivity of the combustion gases, which is the flame,
must be found. It is found based upon the properties of the gas. Because of the unknown
composition and quantities of the combustion gas, it was assumed for our calculations that the
emissivity of the combustion gases was 0.3 to be conservative.
hradiation= epsilon sigma (T gas+ T surfce) (T gas+ Tsrface) (16)
In Equation 16, the temperature of the surface is changing with time. In order to model the
surface temperature, as well as the temperature throughout the wall thickness, the model broke
the wall into 1" slices, for a total of 9 slices. For each slice, the lumped thermal capacitance
model was applied. This assumed that the temperature was uniform for the slice of wall. The first
slice gained heat from convection and radiation, while it transferred heat to the second slice via
conduction. Equation 17 shows an example of the change in temperature over time equations.
Areast
h radiationArea channel(T gas- T slicsl)licel) - k brick Lsice (T slice2- T slice)dT Lslice
dt msliceCPbrick
(17)
Equation 17 is adjusted for each slice to account for the appropriate heat flows in and out of the
slice, and the temperatures of each slice over time is known. With this information, the heat
transferred out of the firebox kiln walls can be calculated based on thermal resistances, and it
comes out to be 6.2 xlOA8 Joules for the firebox side walls, bagwalls and the arch. This was
determined during a simulated firing of the model, where the temperature entering the channel
was incremented by 100 degrees each hour. This was to simulate the quick rise in temperature of
a wood flame as wood is added at discrete points during the course of a firing.
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Figure 22: Temperature of the the inner facing wall of the kiln versus the outside facing wall.
4.4.5 Arch
The air flows out of the channel between the kiln wall and the bagwall along the arch of the kiln
roof until it interacts from the air coming from the other side of the kiln. In this portion of the
kiln, the brick wall is the only material that the air is losing heat to. The air has cooled slightly
and it descends through the kiln chamber. The temperature distribution in the arch was found the
same way that the wall temperatures were calculated: by slicing the arch into 1" segments and
using the lumped thermal capacitance. This approximation gives a fairly accurate picture of
where the largest heat losses in the kiln are occurring. Figure 22 shows a temperature difference
between the inside arch of the kiln chamber and the outside arch of the kiln chamber. This is
important because it shows that the brick is doing well as an insulator, for the temperature of the
outside of the kiln arch is much lower than inside.
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Figure 23: Graph showing the difference in temperature between the outside and inside of the kiln arch.
4.4.6 Filters
After the combusted air has traveled from the firebox to the the kiln chamber it moves through
the array of filters. A picture of the filter set up is shown as previously shown in Figure 12. There
are 9 stacks of filters, and each stack has 6 filters. Because of the geometry of the filters, each
stack has been modeled as a circular tube, with an inner diameter of 9" and an outer diameter of
11". Each filter stack is 66" long from top to bottom. The filters are arranged in such a way that
the majority of air passes through the center of four stacks. The rest of the air moves along the
walls and the filter stacks on the edges. Due to the heat losses to the kiln walls and arch, the air
has a lower temperature than when it first came out of the firebox, as shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Graph of the simulated temperatures of the air leaving the firebox, shown in green, and the air
entering the kiln chamber after it has been cooled by interacting with the kiln walls and arches. The air
leaving the firebox had been incremented 100 degrees every hour to simulate adding wood fuel to a fire.
Air Through Center
The filter stacks are modeled using the lumped capacitance method because the filters are only
1" thick, which allows the temperature to be uniform throughout the filter body. The mass flow
rate that is calculated from the chimney draft is divided among the spaces between the filter. The
spaces between the filters were modeled as non-circular ducts for the air to move through, and
because the flow is turbulent, the air flow and heat transfer correlations for circular ducts are
applicable. The model takes one of these channels, for with the divided mass flow rate, this will
give the temperature of the air as it exits the chamber for any of these channels, and the heat that
is absorbed by the filters should be indicative of all the filter stacks in the chambers. The stack of
filters is increasing in energy because of the heat transfer from the air.
The model gets more complicated because as the air flows through the chamber of the kiln, the
air loses heat, which means that the lower portions of the filter stack are receiving less energy.
The lower portions of the filter stack are heating up slower than the top of the filter stack. In
- - Temp Entering Channeli-Temp Entering Chamber
order to incorporate this into the model, the filter stack is sliced into 1" segments, so that the
filter stack can have a different temperature each inch downward.
The heat transfer to the filters drives it's increase in temperature. The flow of air is modeled as a
forced flow situation, because the chimney is pulling the air through the chamber. To find the
heat transfer, the resistance between the air and the filter is calculated. This is a convective heat
transfer. The velocity through the channel is calculated from the mass flow rate, and thus the
Reynold's number through the channel is found. Because this is a forced flow situation, the
Reynold's number is used in a correlation of the Nusselt number, which is shown in Equation 18.
Nu =.023 98" Pr.3  (18)
Using this Nusselt number, the convective heat transfer coefficient is found, which is shown in
Equation 19.
Nuk fluid
D = na (19)
The heat transfer rate from the air to the filter stack is given in Equation 20. The area over which
the air is flowing is equal to the the surface area of the filter stack. The result of Equation 20 is
different for each slice of the filter stack, and it changes over time, decreasing in size as the filter
stack warms up.
Qflter=-hcAsurface( Tair( x , t)-T fler(x , t)) (20)
The First Law of Thermodynamics is applied to the stack of filters. Equation 21 shows the First
Law rearranged to provide the change in temperature over time for the filter stack. Equation 21 is
applied to each slice of the filter stack, so m is equivalent to the mass that is in a 1" portion of the
filter stack.
dTlter= Q lter (21)dt m cp filter
One important part of the kiln chamber is making sure that the filters stay with in 1 cone from
top to bottom, ensuring an even firing. Without uniformity in the firing, some areas of the kiln do
not heat properly, destroying some of the filters. Figure 24 shows the temperature climb of the
top of a stack of filters and the bottom of a stack of filters, and Figure 25 shows the temperature
difference between the two over time. The difference had a maximum of 31 0C, which is about
the difference between one cone and another, which is a good result. Typically a kiln that has a
difference of one cone in temperature from top to bottom is considered uniform. Cones are
described in greater detail in Section 5.2
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Figure 25: Temperature of top of filter stack and bottom of filter stack over time
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Figure 26: Temperature Difference between top of filter stack and the bottom of the same filter stack
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4.4.7 Heat Exchanger: Recuperating Air with a Blower
By incorporating a heat exchanger into the chimney of the kiln, it is possible to recuperate hot air
and use it to preheat the air entering the kiln through the firebox. The cool air in the mild steel
pipe will be flowing downwards while the heated air from the kiln will be flowing upwards in
the brick chimney. The heat exchanger can be simplified and modeled as a counter flow heat
exchanger in concentric tubes. This allows for the heat exchanger to be modeled with known
correlations for the geometries.
There are two main methods to analyze a heat exchanger system, the Log Mean Temperature
Difference and the Effectiveness-NTU method. The Log Mean Temperature Difference is
simpler to calculate, however the fluid's inlet and outlet temperature must be known from energy
balance equations. If these are unknown, an iterative procedure is required. The Effectiveness-
NTU method can be used when one of the temperatures is unknown. Since only the inlet
temperatures of the air flowing up the chimney and down the pipe are known, the Effectiveness-
NTU method can be used to find the outlet temperatures for both.
The temperature flowing up the chimney, Th,, will vary from 303 "K (30 "C) to its steady state
value at 1103 "K (830 "C). It is also known that the pipe's inlet temperature, T,, will always
approximately equal 303 "K (30 "C) since the air temperature will equal the atmospheric
temperature. With these known temperatures, the outlet temperatures for both the chimney and
pipe can be determined. Therefore, heat capacity rates for the two flows will be as shown in
Equation 22. Ch is the heat capacity rate for the hot air, C, is the heat capacity rate for the cold
air, and Cr is the ratio between the two as Equation 23 shows. Cmi, is the lower value between C,
and Ch and C., is the higher value between C, and Ch.
C = m *Cr,
Ch= mh Ch
(22)
CC max
(23)
In order to use the Effectiveness-NTU method, the heat transfer occurring between the chimney
air and the pipe air needs to be taken into account. The thermal resistance can be calculated from
the convection and radiation between the chimney air and the pipe, the conduction through the
pipe, and the convection and radiation from the pipe to the air inside the pipe. All of these
numbers are constants because the flow is considered turbulent. The equivalent resistance is
found using the method described in Section 4.4.2. The equivalent resistance is then used to find
the NTU value as shown in Equations 24 and 25.
UA= 1  (24)
Req
NTU = UA
min (25)
The value for NTU can then be used to find the effectiveness of the heat transfer, epsilon, since
the heat transfer will not retain all of the heat as shown in Equation 26. Finally, the effectiveness
value can be used to determine the temperature exiting the pipe, T,,o, through Equation 27.
NTU
epsilon = N
I + "NTU
(26)
epsilon = (2)=
Cm (Thi - TC,
(27)
The temperature exiting the pipe is 155 "C greater than the inlet temperature of 30 'C when the
kiln is at a temperature of 800 *C. This results in a 28% decrease in the amount of heat of
combustion, which reduces the fuel necessary for combustion. This was found using the constant
surface flux equation shown in Equation 28. The heat flux was found using Equation 29, with
hradjjton calculated from Equation 30. The rate of mass flowing through the incoming air pipe was
designed to be 0.1 kg/s. This will allow the kiln to maintain a similar draft when the heat
exchanger is in use as to when it is not.
T(L)=T + q *Perimeter* x
cp air* mair (28)
q = h radiation* ( Tgas- steel) (29)
hradiation= epsilon * sigma * (Tg,++Tseel)( T2 + eet) where epsilon =.2 Tstel=400 C (30)
Chapter 5: Firing the Kiln
Firing a wood kiln is an effort laden process. Care must be taken at all times to watch the flame
to make sure that that it is thriving. If there is not enough fuel or if there is too much fuel, the
flame temperature will decrease. This is a inherent issue with wood combustion. With liquid
fuels, the flow rate is constant and can be maintained. With wood however, the fuel is added in
steps, which always creates a situation where there is more fuel present than oxygen to burn it.
One knows that this is happening because the kiln produces black smoke, which is unconsumed
carbon. Then when the wood is being consumed, it reaches a point where more oxygen is coming
into the firebox than there is wood to combust, and this cools the kiln.
Wood produces long flames which travel throughout the entire kiln chamber and into the
chimney, which is one reason why the kiln is able to maintain a uniform temperature. When the
fire is being produced, the flame can reach the chimney, which is an indication of when it is time
to add more fuel to the fire. A brick can be removed from the structure of the chimney, at about
the height of the chamber, to observe where the flame is in the chimney. When the flame reaches
that port height, the fire is doing well. When the flame falls to the bottom of the chimney stack, it
is time to add more fuel.23
5.1 Firing the Kiln
5.1.1 Beginning the Fire
To being the firing process, wood should be placed in the lower half of the firebox. This is the
ash chamber, and it will be used to preheat air coming in during the later stages of the firing
process, but at this time it is the main source of heat. Small logs burn much faster than larger
ones, so small pieces of wood can be used as kindling. Larger logs are placed in first, and are
surrounded by smaller pieces, for this allows the smaller pieces to burn first, and then they ignite
the larger pieces for longer burns.
Because the filters have been air dried, there may still be some moisture still residing in the clay.
In order to prevent any damage to the filters, the kiln should be held at 1000 C for 2 hours to
vaporize any water left. If this is not done, the water will turn into steam inside the clay body,
and at higher temperatures the steam will escape and the filters will break. In order to maintain
the temperature around 1000 C, the wood should be added slowly and the pyrometer watched.
Adding fuel at a fairly constant rate is important, and the temperature can be controlled by the
entrance flues. If the temperature is climbing too fast, one or two of the ports can be closed to
reduce the flow of oxygen into the firebox, which will lower the flame temperature.
In order to test to see if the water content of the filters has been removed, a piece of glass can be
held to one of the spy holes, located in the door of the kiln. The glass should be at room
temperature. It will be easy to see if there is condensate on the glass from the air coming out of
23Lou, Nils. The Art of Firing. London: A & C Black, 1998.
the spy hole. Once the glass can be held in front with very little condensate being deposited, it is
known that the water in the ceramics has been removed.24
Once the fire in the lower section of the firebox has been producing embers and ash, wood can
now be placed on the top grate for the remainder of the firing time. Because of the firebox
design, the flame is designed to move downward. For this case, smaller pieces of wood are
placed first, and then stacked on top of them are larger pieces, for the flame begins at the bottom
of the wood pile.
It was found that approximately 200kg of wood would be needed for the firing to reach the
desired temperature. See the table in Appendix 4 for more details.
5.1.2 Main Firing Phase
Once the water has been removed from the ceramics, the kiln is able to rise in temperature at a
rate of 1000C each hour. Wood is placed onto the top grate of the firebox. As the temperature is
rising in the kiln, there is generally going to be a oxidizing atmosphere inside the kiln. This
means there is going to be a surplus of oxygen moving through the kiln. This is good for the
burning process because it is clearing out the moisture in the kiln. A reducing atmosphere means
that there is not enough oxygen passing through the firebox and to the kiln chamber. This is
identified by black smoke leaving the chimney of the kiln. This is not desired because it means
that carbon from the wood is not being burned before it leaves the kiln, and this is a waste. Rapid
increases in fuel to the fire can increase the length of the flame to where it is seen coming out of
the kiln chimney. This is also a waste for it means that combustion occurring in the chimney is
not heating the chamber. In order to raise the temperature of the kiln, a larger quantity of wood
must be added to the firebox. This causes the ratio between the amount of fuel in the firebox and
the air entering the fired box to increase. This causes the flame temperature to increase. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the flame temperature approaches its ideal as the ratio between the fuel
and air in the firebox approaches its stoichiometric ideal.
Once the kiln reaches 6000 C, care must be taken again and the the rate of temperature increase
must be slowed to about 500C an hour. This is because at 6000 C the water that is chemically
bonded to the ceramics begins to be released. This water is different from the water that was
added during the shaping of the filters. This water is part of the composition of the clay. At
6000 C the bonds begin to break and the water turns to steam.25 If the rise in temperature is too
quick, then the steam will get trapped. This begins to harden the clay.
Also in this temperature range, the organic material in the clay, such as the sawdust used to
create the pores, is being burned off. This process hardens the clay and is called vitrification,
beginning at 6000 C. If this occurs too quickly, the steam will get trapped in the clay body, and
can crack the filters in order to be released. The organic material ends its burning process around
9000C and the clay gets fully hardened after spending time above 8000 C.
24Norsker, Henrik. The Self-Reliant Potter: Refractories and Kilns. Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1987.
25Norsker, Henrik. The Self-Reliant Potter: Refractories and Kilns. Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1987.
The top temperature for the filters is 8300 C. Once the kiln reaches this temperature, the amount
of fuel that is added to the firebox is reduced so that it is merely maintaining 830 0 C, instead of
trying to raise the temperature more. It takes a couple hours at this temperature to finish
hardening the clay. It is easier to maintain this lower temperature for a period of time rather than
going higher without a holding time, and a higher temperature could close some of the pores
created by the sawdust, which would reduce the effectiveness of the filters. Holding the
temperature at this top temperature allows the kiln walls to radiate their heat some, and this
evens out the temperature inside the kiln, so that no matter where the filters are placed in the
kiln, they all are able to receive enough heat to vitrify. A kiln that is able to be within one cone
temperature difference from top to bottom is considered uniform.26
5.1.3 Cooling the Kiln
Once the kiln has been held at 830 0C for 5 hours, it is time to cool the kiln. This is done by
stopping the fire in the firebox. Once the chimney is no longer emitting smoke, its damper is
closed, as well as the inlet flues to the firebox. This is to prevent the kiln from cooling too
quickly, so only radiation from the kiln walls to the atmosphere is occurring. If the kiln cools too
quickly, the filters could crack due to thermal contraction. This process takes a long time, up to
( determined from heat loss calculations ) hours. Once the kiln gets down below 2260 C, the kiln
flues can be opened as well as the chimney. At 2260 C, the clay structure changes chemically, and
contracts about 3% by volume."2 If this is done too quickly, then the filters crack. After this point
though, no more chemical changes occur to the clay, and the filters can be brought down in
temperature faster.
5.2 Measuring Temperature in the Kiln
Pyrometric cones are ceramic objects that are composed in such a way that they will begin to
melt as they approach a prescribed temperature. Pyrometric cones are the tool of choice of most
potters. When used with a pyrometer, a kiln operator will know the conditions inside their kiln.
Multiple cones of different temperature ranges are placed in a linear array so that one can see the
progression of the melting as the kiln temperature increases. These arrays of cones are placed
around the kiln chamber in different locations to measure how uniform the heating of the kiln is.
The cones not only measure temperature, but they also begin to melt at a lower temperature if
they have been heated for a longer period of time. Therefore, pyrometric cones also tell the
operator as well how long a kiln has been at a certain temperature.28
Pyrometers are used as well to determine the kiln chamber temperature. They are made of a
thermocouple and a gauge. The thermocouple is placed in small hole in the kiln wall so that its
tip is inside the chamber. This gives a reading on the temperature of the kiln, and they are rated
for different temperature ranges. They do not measure temperature directly, but they instead use
26Olsen, Frederick L. The Kiln Book. Pennsylvania: Chilton Book Company, 1983.
27Lou, Nils. The Art of Firing. A & C Black: London. 1998. pg 45
28Norsker, Henrik. The Self-Reliant Potter: Refractories and Kilns. Vieweg: Braunschweig. 1987.
the color of the kiln inside to determine what the temperature is. The pyrometers give an exact
measurement of the kiln temperature, and the cones give more indication on the heating
conditions the ceramics have been under.
5.3 Time Range
Two processes are required when the filters are fired: firing the filters and cooling them down.
In order to achieve the desired filters, both of these aspects must be monitored to ensure that the
temperature distribution appropriate as well as the time allocated for both firing and cooling.
During the firing process, the temperature is gradually increasing from the atmospheric
temperature, approximately 300 K (23 "C), to the desired temperature of 1103 K (830 "C). The
temperature must reach 1103 K in order for the filters to become robust enough for transport and
daily use. The gradual increase in temperature allows for the clay to dry out as they are fired,
helps the clay bake evenly, and permits the sawdust to bum away without affecting the
surrounding clay.29 In order for the firing to be sufficient, the firing must occur for eight hours.
The fuel should be added consistently over this period of time so that the temperature gradual
increases at a rate of 100 K per hour.
Once 1103 K is reached, the fuel should no longer be added. Air will continue to flow through
the kiln due to the draft from the chimney. The air flowing in will help cool down the filters and
the air inside of the kiln. After the kiln cools for at least eight hours, the temperature inside of
the kiln will reach atmospheric temperature and it will be safe for the filters to be removed.
5.4 Final Filter Characteristics
The final filter needs to have certain properties to filter water as well as be durable.
Additionally, while it may not appear as a necessity, the aesthetic quality of the filter should also
be taken into account for user acceptability.
5.4.1 Expected Performance Qualities
Since the filter will be a large investment for a household in Tamale, the filter should be able to
hold water on a daily basis for a minimum of 3 years. Potters for Peace filters in Nicaragua have
been in use an upwards of 7 years, thus 3 years is a conservative estimate. It needs to be robust
enough to withstand daily use for this period.
Another concern is about the amount of transportation that the filters will be able to handle. The
current filters cannot endure the long truck drives from Accra to Tamale. Since the new
manufacturing facilities will be located closer to the communities in which the filters will be
distributed in, this massive transport will no longer be necessary. However, the filters must still
be distributed to the villages and will have to face some transportation. The filters should be able
to withstand the travel without any breakage since mass distribution is anticipated.
The temperature distribution of the kiln plays an important role in setting the above qualities for
the filters. All of these objectives are achievable with the gradually increasing yet uniform
temperature distribution up to 1103 K.
29Lynn Gervens, Mudflat Instructor
5.4.2 Absorption and Filtration Rates
The absorption of the filters can be tested by weighing the filter when it is dry and again when it
has absorbed water. Water should be poured into the filter and left to be absorbed for 24 hours,
after which the absorption rate can be measured by calculating the percentage of the weight
increase in the filter. A highly effective filter should have an absorption rate of approximately
45%.30 This rate indicates that the filter is robust enough for rigorous use.
Potters for Peace filters should filter at a rate between 1-3 liters/hour.3' This rate has proven to
be a reasonable, both in terms of the effectiveness of water filtration and customer satisfaction.
If the filters are not permitting water to flow in the range indicated above, then perhaps more
sawdust or rice husks should be mixed into the initial composition of the clay.
5.4.3 Porosity
The filters need to be porous enough for water to flow through; however the pores should be
small enough to prevent bacteria and other microorganisms from entering the bucket where the
clean water is stored. Potters for Peace ideally strives for pore sizes close to 1 gim. Bacteria
have a diameter of 3 gm, and thus are the smallest microorganisms which must be prevented
from flowing through the filter.32 The porosity of the filter may vary in different regions of the
filter; however, in order to ensure safe water, the largest pore size must be less than 3 gim.
Figure 27 shows the relative sizes of organisms.
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31Potters for Peace. Filters. 2006. Apr. 2007.
32Susan Long's Final Report
<http://www.pottersforpeace.org>.
Figure 27. Sizes of various organisms. Courtesy of Susan Long's Final Report
5.4.4 Physical Appearance
Key characteristics of the filter can be determined from its physical appearance. The evenness of
the filter is important so that one portion of the filter is not weaker or more likely to fail than
another. This was an important consideration when the type of kiln was chosen, so the filters
should fire relatively evenly.
The filter should also be evenly colored with a reddish-earthy tone for two reasons. The first is
that many households in Tamale have ceramic items so filters with the reddish-earth tone would
be culturally appropriate. Secondly, this tone signifies that the filter has been fired to the correct
temperature. The appropriate physical appearance can achieved by oxidizing the filters, which
means that an electron is removed from each molecule. (Reducing the filters, adding an electron,
would cause them to fire in a grayish-green shade).33 The kiln has been appropriately designed
to consider these factors and the ideal filters are shown in Figure 28.
*e 28. Desired filters. Courtesy ofTanja Odijk.
33Ron Rivera, Potters for Peace Coordinator in Nicaragua
Chapter 6: Building the Kiln
6.1Materials
6.1.1 Bricks
There are two shapes of brick which will be used in the kiln. Both should be readily available or
should be easy to produce in Tamale.
6.1.1a Common Brick
The most commonly used brick shape is rectangular shaped with the following dimensions:
9"x4.5"x2.5". The 9" will correspond to the length of the brick, 4.5" to the width, and 2.5" to
the height. These are readily available, else easily manufactured. The total number of bricks
needed to construct the kiln is approximately 3850.
6.1.1b Keybrick
The keybrick is a brick which is trapezoidal in shape. The lengths of the brick taper down. The
purpose of the keybrick is to sit in the center of an arch so that the arch does not collapse and the
weight is distributed evenly. Figure 29 shows how a keybrick looks. Ten keybricks are needed
to construct the arch of the kiln.
Keybrick
Figure 29. Keybrick. The brick in the center of the arch which is tapered. Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
6.1.2 Angle Iron
Angle iron is an essential component of the kiln despite its lack of visibility. The angle iron will
be used as a frame for the kiln and for the door. Approximately 100 feet of angle iron will be
used.
6.1.3 Mild Steel Pipe
Mild steel pipe is needed for the heat recuperation system. The pipe should be 4" in diameter
and 0.0625" thick. Approximately 40 feet of the mild steel pipe will be used in construction of
the pipe system.
6.1.4 Additional Materials
Additional materials that need to be purchased include the mortar which should be sufficient for
the 3850 bricks, 10 grates for the firebox, three hinges, one piece of metal for the damper and
two locks. Further detail on these materials will be provided in Section 6.3.
6.2 Fundamentals of Building the Kiln
6.2.1 Bricklaying Techniques
There are two main bricklaying techniques: header course and stretcher course. The strongest
walls are made by alternating rows between the two in order to minimize joint interaction.
6.2.1a Header Course
The header course technique means laying the bricks so that the thickness of the wall is made by
the brick's lengthwise dimension. After one row of bricks is laid widthwise beside each other,
the next layer should shift over by half of a width, as Figure 30 shows. This will ensure the
joints do not fully line up and will strengthen the wall. Each layer's height will be determined by
its shortest dimension which should be 2.5 inches.
Figure 30. Header course bricklaying. The bricks are laid widthwise, with the length of the brick composing
the thickness of the wall. The height of each layer is determined by the shortest dimension. Courtesy of
Frederick L. Olsen.
6.2.1b Stretcher Course
The stretcher course technique entails laying the bricks lengthwise so that the widths of two
bricks compose the wall's thickness. Again, the height of each layer will be determined by the
shortest dimension and the layers should be shifted over half of a brick to minimize joint
interaction. Figure 31 shows how bricks are arranged in a stretcher course.
Figure 31. Stretcher course bricklaying. The bricks are laid lengthwise, with the widths of two bricks
composing the thickness of the wall. The height of each layer is determined by the shortest dimension.
Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
6.2.2 Foundation
A foundation is optional for the purposes of this project; however, it is recommended due to the
occurrence of a regular rainy season. Kilns smaller than 30 inches in depth and width do not
necessarily need a foundation normally (Rhodes 1983). While this kiln will be sizeable at
approximately 72 ft2, it will be built in a warm climate, thus there is not risk of frost but there is a
risk of soil compaction. The most important reason to build a foundation is because the ground
tends to move, so this can be solved by making sure that the ground is level and compact before
beginning. A foundation may also serve as a platform so that loading and unloading of the kiln
will be easier. If a foundation is chosen to be built, it would simply consist of a brick, concrete,
or stone base that is the size of the kiln (Rhodes 1983). The rest of the kiln would be built on top
of the foundation.
6.2.3 Flues
Flues are typically the size of one brick vertically positioned. The typical distance between flues
is that of a horizontal brick. They should be built on header courses, but then the brick
surrounding the flues should alternate between stretcher and header courses. Figure 32 displays
the appropriate pattern to build up the side flues. The flues are built in this manner so that if the
flue size is too small, the header brick below each flue can be knocked out to enlarge the flue
size.
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Figure 32. Diagrams of the outer flue arrangement. A header row should be below the flue so that the brick
below each flue can be knocked out if necessary to improve the air flow through the kiln. Courtesy of
Frederick L. Olsen.
The exit flues on the floor of the kiln will be built in a similar manner, on header courses with
the surrounding brick alternating between stretcher and header courses. There should be small
holes located on the floor of the kiln (above the exiting flues) spaced one brick apart.
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6.2.4 Walls
The walls will be strongest if built by alternating header and stretcher courses so that there are
alternating joints. This would ensure that the walls are the sturdiest they can be and that they
will not collapse at a joint. In order to have a stretcher row, the row must begin with a 9"x6"
large brick at the end with a whole brick and half brick starting the rest of the sequence, as
shown in Figure 33.
Half brick
Figure 33. Brick configuration for strongest wall. By alternating bricks between layers of header course and
stretcher course, the wall will minimize joint interaction and withstand greater forces. Courtesy of Daniel
Rhodes.
6.2.5 Arch
The most appropriate and common type of arch is a sprung arch which is the arch of a cylinder,
shown in Figure 34. It rests on the two vertical walls through a skewback. Skewbacks are bricks
which determine the angle at which the arch starts and ends. The skewbacks are necessary to
keep the arch in place because they spread the stress from the arch to the walls. Additionally,
they provide the only interface between the arch and the walls. Their placement will determine
whether the arch collapses or not.
Skewback Wall
Figure 34. Basic sprung arch design. The key components of the arch are included, especially the keybrick
which is the center brick that holds the arch together and the skewback which prevents the arch from
slipping. Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
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It would be a poor design if the throwbrick, the first brick from the arch which is placed on the
skewback, were flush with the wall. The throwbrick should be slightly further up, or the
skewback further away from the inside of the wall, and a wedge should be placed inbetween the
throwbrick, skewback, and top of the wall as Figure 35 demonstrates. The wedge and
throwbrick will help prevent any slippage that may occur.
Skewback
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Figure 35. Interface between the arch and wall. The proper interface is where the wedge is placed between
the throwbrick and wall in order to prevent the arch from slipping. The skewback needs to appropriately
support the throwbrick. Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
A bonded arch would be the most stable arch and is the most common type of sprung arch used.
It built so that the joints are staggered, so that the load is spread as Figure 36 shows. Even if one
brick fails in this design, the surrounding bricks will be able to absorb the load and permit the
structure to remain standing.
Top View Front View
Keybrick
Figure 36. Bonded arch. The bricks are laid lengthwise and shifted half a brick for each column. This
staggers the joints. Courtesy of Frederick L. Olsen.
6.2.6 Insulation
The common bricks and refractory or kaolin bricks will provide the most insulation for the kiln.
Further insulation can be considered with fiberglass 34 , straw, mud, or insulatory bricks. Extra
insulation is not necessary for this kiln, but can be used if additional funds are readily available.
34 U.S. Department of Energy: Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. Figerglass Insulation Material. 12 Sep.
2005. 4 May 2007.
<http://www.eere.energy.gov/consumer/your_home/insulation-airsealing/index.cfm/mytopic= 11530>.
6.2.7 Chimney
The chimney, as discussed in Section 2.2.3 is a critical component of the kiln because it
determines how the temperature and pressure gradient in the kiln is distributed. The chimney
can either be made of a steel pipe or built up with bricks. Bricks will provide a greater thermal
resistance and would thus preserve the most heat. Since a heat exchanger will be installed in the
chimney, it is necessary to minimize any heat loss in the chimney. The chimney will be square
and made of two layers of bricks.
6.3 Building the Kiln Step by Step
The kiln's construction will be described in detail in the following sections. Once constructed,
the kiln should appear as the solid model shown in Figure 37.
Figure 37. Solid model of entire kiln.
The non-arch portion of the kiln should be laid our without any mortar so that the bricks can be
cut appropriately and the spacing for the frame will be more accurate. After everything is laid
out, the frame should be assembled and welded and then the kiln should be built with mortar. Be
sure to account for the mortar in between the bricks so that the frame will not be too restrictive.
Generally speaking, the walls are built with a thickness of two bricks widthwise or one brick
lengthwise. They will be built best by alternating header and stretcher courses as described in
Section 6.3.4. Figure 38 is a photo of a kiln while it is being constructed in Nicaragua.
Figure 38. Kiln consti ivera.
6.3.1 Heat Exchanger
The pipes that carry the preheated air from the heat exchanger to the fireboxes should be placed
underground below the kiln and even the foundation. The pipes will be welded together at every
joint. It may be easier to break down the pipe system into smaller components so that is easier to
build. One suggested breakpoint is at B in Figure 39 so that the system is more manageable to
lay bricks on top of. Pipes C and D will be fully underground, one foot below the floor (or 7"
below the foundation), and are perpendicular. Pipe E will be partially in the ground for 6" below
the foundation and then will be flush with the firebox floor, at 33.5".
26.25" (20.25" inside, 6" outside)
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Figure 39. Pipe system for heat exchanger. The air enters the pipe through the fan and travels through the
pipe until the junction at C and D where the air flow splits and exits back into the firebox through pipe F.
6.3.2 Foundation
The bricks should be laid out for the square footage of the kiln. Remember to leave half of a
brick open on either end of the foundation for the pipe coming from the heat exchanger.
First, clear an area, compact the ground, and make sure it is relatively level. Next, lay down the
bricks in a stretcher course with the dimensions of 90"x63" (width by depth) followed by
36"x81" and 40.5"x40.5" as shown in Figure 40. Three layers of bricks need to be lain down,
with the second layer having a perpendicular orientation to the other two. It is important to use
the orientation shown in Figure 40 as the base layer because so that the side flues have the
flexibility of being adjusted at a later time.
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Figure 40. Top view of first layer of foundation. Brick layout provided should be followed.
6.3.3 Floor Flues
Figures 41 and 42 show how the layout looks with the next five layers of bricks. The flues will
begin 9" (one brick length) from the front of the kiln as to leave space for the front wall. The
depth of the floor flues will be 10" and the width of the walls between the flues will be 2.5" so
there should be four bricks stacked sideways so that the width equals 2.5" and the height equals
4.5". Three of the stacked bricks will be regularly sized, however the fourth one should only
have a height of 4" so it needs to be trimmed down. Approximately 238 bricks will be used per
layer of the foundation, resulting in 714 total bricks.
Figure 41. Full layout of the first four layers above the foundation. The outer edge of the kiln is four brick
layers (height 2.5" for each layer) and has a thickness of 9" (one brick length).
Figure 42. The flues which begin 9" from the front o0 the Kirn ana are centereo. ne outer portions of tne
layout will require cutting of bricks to ensure the dimensions fit.
6.3.4 Bagwalls and Floor
The bagwalls consist of two walls which act as barriers between the inner chamber of the kiln
and the firebox. Figure 43 shows how the bagwalls themselves should look if they were not
attached to the kiln. Each bagwall will consist of 135 bricks, totaling 270 bricks per wall.
-- -- --
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Figure 43. Dimensions of bagwall. Each bagwall will consist of 135 (15 bricks in height including a shortened
layer and 9 bricks deep), totaling 270 bricks for bagwalls.
In Figure 44, the bagwalls are attached and the floor of the kiln is laid out as well. The diagram
shows the appropriate layout of bricks for the floor, requiring 42 bricks for the floor.
Figure 44. Kiln floor and attached bagwalls.
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6.3.5 Frame
The frame should be assembled prior to permanently laying bricks. The frame will support the
walls of the kiln, leaving the arch to be self supporting. The angle iron will be welded together
to make the frame. There are four vertical pieces of angle iron which will be at each corner of
the kiln and two additional pieces which will be on either side of the kiln door as can be seen in
Figure 45. The door itself will have an additional angle iron frame which will be discussed in
further detail. There are five pieces of angle iron which are placed horizontally along the top
edge of the walls. Three pieces will be used for the side walls and back wall, and two for either
side of the entrance.
The four vertical pieces of angle iron which will be placed at each corner of the kiln should be
stuck into the ground initially. All of the bricks should be laid out on the floor of the kiln to
make sure that frame will fit securely before the angle iron is permanently attached.
Figure 45. Kiln with , well as the triangula
roof. Courtesy of Susan Murcott.
6.3.6 Firebox
The firebox will be built as Figure 46 shows, with bricks surrounding the firebox and four steel
rods inserted to serve as a rack for the wood. The width of the firebox opening will be a little
under one brick length, at 6" so that the layer on top of the firebox can rest easily and securely.
The firebox opening will be five bricks tall and the four steel rods will each be placed a brick
apart on top of the second layer of bricks.
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Figure 46. Firebox and front wall. The firebox on the left is nearly identical to the one which will be
constructed for the newly designed kiln. The new kiln will have a full brick on the righthand side instead of
half of a brick. Courtesy of Ron Rivera. The schematic on the right of the entire front wall shows two
fireboxes with the two openings for each.
The rest of the wall should be built up but information about the door in Section 6.4.8 should be
read before moving forward. Approximately 196 bricks will be needed for this section.
6.3.7 Side Flues
The side flues can be built directly as the dimensions suggest in Figure 47, and the holes are one
brick deep. The dimensioned drawing does not take the foundation into account, so the provided
dimensions should be used to construct on top of the initial three layers. This wall will require
258 bricks for each side, totaling 516 bricks for both outer walls.
Figure 47. Outer wall with side flues.
6.3.8 Door
In the old kiln, bricks were built up at the entrance after the kiln was loaded and then they were
broken to remove the filters. The kiln would be easier to use if there were a brick door which
sealed the brick. The door will have two layers of insulatory bricks. The layer which will fit
into the kiln must be carved to fit into the arch as can be seen in Figure 48. The door will have a
rectangular frame made of angle iron and will have the two layers of brick are laid into it. It may
have a higher initial cost because insulatory brick is more expensive; however, having a door
will save lots of effort and bricks as the kiln is fired regularly.
r gure 48. uoor of updrait kiln. I ne uoor ox uns upurair Ksm nas DnCKs on the inner side so that the bricks
seal the kiln. Courtesy of ArtsWork.3
The inner layer of the door will start at the floor of the kiln and fit into the inner arch. It will
start at the sixth layer of bricks and have a width of five bricks lengthwise (45"). The outer layer
of the door will be greater than the inner door by approximately half of a brick length on every
side and is a less critical design feature. Figure 49 is an example of how the door should look
(45"x55" for the rectangular portion and then the arch portion). The inner layer will require
approximately 115 bricks and the outer layer will require 156 bricks.
35ArtsWork. Firina. 29 Mar. 2007. 4 May 2007. <http://artswork.asu.edu/cec/les02/2_07 firing.htm>.
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Figure 49. Example inner side of door. Appropriate layout except ior tne arch porton.
The door will be attached with three hinges on the left side such as the one shown in Figure 50.
It will be held shut with two rods that clamp down to seal the door. They will be placed towards
the top and bottom of the door on the right hand side. The lock will function similarly to the
lock in Figure 51 but it will be horizontally placed and significantly sturdier.
Figure 50. Hinge. Example of hing to be used on the door.36
36Alibaba. n.d. 12 May 2007. <http://img.alibaba.com/photo/1 1415780/2_BallBearing_Butt Hinge.jpg>.
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6.3.9 Back Wall
The back wall should be fairly straightforward to construct. Figure 52 is the dimensioned
drawing of the back wall and should require 532 bricks for the rectangular portion and
approximately another 30 bricks for the arch. The opening in the back wall continues for 81"
until the chimney as Figure 53 shows. It is simply covered on top by two brick layers. There is
an additional opening at the top for the damper. The damper will impede the flow the air and
should be made of metal. It should not fit perfectly into the hole because it will warp with
thermal expansion.
Figure 52. Dimensioned drawing of back wall. The hole continues 81" until the chimney entrance.
37Lockz. n.d. 12 May 2007. <http://www.lockz.com/Locks-Slide_Rod_Lock.jpg>.
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IFigure 53. Side view of pathway to chimney and the chimney. The pathway to the chimney starts at the back
wall and go until it reaches the chimney. The hole space is 18" wide and 10" high.
6.3.10 Arch
The arch of the kiln will have a radius of 45" and width of 72". The inner arch length is
approximately 83" so approximately 19 bricks will be needed for each arc and 95 bricks will be
needed total for the first layer of the arch. An appropriately tapered brick will be needed to serve
shown in Figure 54.
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Figure 54. Dimensioned front view of the arch and front wall.
The arch should be lain out on a template in the shape of the desired arch. This can be done in
one of two ways. One is to use a chipboard or available paperboard which will be thin and will
merely serve as a guide as the mortar sets. This template will be have to be moved along the kiln
to lay down the complete arch. The second method is to make a wooden frame which will fully
support the bricks as they are lain down. Both of the templates can be rested on the bagwalls so
that it is easy to build on them. Figures 55 and 56 show views when using the chipboard
template, and Figure 57 shows the wooden template. The bricks should be lain as a bonded arch
as described in Section 6.3.5 to maximize the strength of the arch.
final bricks, which will need to be tapered, a
chipboard tempi
template is placed on stacks of unbonded bricks
Figure 55. Arch with template. The template in this diagram is made of chipboard or paperboard. It will
simply be slid along as the bricks are laid. All of the bricks in the arch can be rectangularly shaped except
for the final brick in the center of the arch which must be tapered. The template rests on a stack of bricks
which support it, however it can be rested on the bagwall. Courtesy of Roppo Tamura.
wooden pegs for adjusting height
Figure 56. Front view of arch with template. The template in this diagram is general but the bricks are laid
over the template to achieve the arch. Courtesy of Roppo Tamura.
Figure 57. Wooden template to construct arched roof. The plywood can be set on a wooden frame to create a
template on which bricks are placed. Courtesy of Naoki Kawabuchi.
6.3.11 Heat Exchanger
If the pipe system is not fully welded together, then the upper portion should be welded together
before the chimney is built up around it.
6.3.12 Chimney
Build the chimney by arranging the bricks in a square as Figure 58 shows, alternating between
the two layouts. Each square layer requires 16 bricks and there will be 69 layers on top of the
foundation, totaling approximately 1100 bricks.
Figure 58. lop view ol layout o0 cnimney layers. lnhe two layouts snoula De alternatea so that tne joints do
not overlap.
There will be an opening at the base of the chimney from the kiln into the chimney. This
opening will be 18" wide and 10" high.
Additionally, there will be two openings in one wall where the pipe system enters and exits the
chimney where half bricks will be used instead of a whole brick. Mortar will fill in the area
surrounding the pipe so that it fits securely with the brick.
6.4 Evaluating the Kiln and Filters
Record how the kiln behaves and how it is used for a period of time. The initial firings will not
be fully indicative of the kiln's performance. Once the kiln acts consistently, it can be adjusted
to achieve the desired characteristics. For example, the firebox can be enlarged or the chimney
lengthened for a faster airflow rate.
The filters should also be tested according to guidelines provided in Section 5.4. By
documenting the performance of the filter as well, alterations to the kiln can be made
accordingly.
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Appendix 1: Matlab to Determine Heat Loss Through Various Wall
Designs at Steady State
T atm = 30+273; %atmospheric temperature (K)
TkilnSS = 1200; %steady state brick temperature (K)
k brick = 0.72; %thermal conductivity of common brick (W/m*K)
epsilonbrick = 0.7; %emissivity at 800K for kaolin insulting brick
thickness = .11; %thickness of brick (m)
depth = 1.75; %depth of kiln
height = 1.5; %height of vertical wall
A_recwall = 2*height*depth; %area of rectangular wall (m^2)
A_sqwall = 2*height*1.25; %area of front/back wall (m^2)
A totwall= Arecwall + A_sqwall; %area of vertical walls (m^2)
g=9.8; %gravitational constant
sigma = 5.67e-8; %boltzmann constant
k_air SS = 59.6e-3; % coefficient of conductivity for air above 850K to find
steady state heat transfer (W/mK)
beta_SS = 1/1103; % based of 1/(air temp) (K^-1)
alpha_SS = 131.0e-6; % another property of air above 850K((m^2/s)
mu SS = 384.3e-7; % property of air above 850K (m^2/s)
Pr_SS= 0.716; % property of air above 850K (dimensionless)
epsilon al = .45; %assuming alumina on inconnel above 1093K
k al = 18; %W/mk
L = 1.5;
%STEADY STATE FOR ONE BRICK, assuming inner temperature of 830C (1103K) at
steady state
% Qi rad and Qi cony in parallel, Q cond, and Qo rad and Qo cony in
% parallel are all in series
%The temperature inside the kiln will increase as follows%convection constant
h c
Ra_SS = (g*beta_SS*(T_atm-T_kilnSS)*(L^3))/(mu_SS*alpha SS); %Raleigh number
in steady state
NuL SS = (0.825 + ((0.387*Ra_SS^(1/6))/((1+((0.492/Pr SS)^(9/16))^8/27))))^2;
%Nussult number in steady state, correlation from Incropera 9.26
h c SS = (kairSS*NuL_SS)/L;
%radiation constant h r
hr_SS=epsilonbrick*sigma*(T_atm + T kilnSS)*(Tatm^2 + T kilnSS^2);
R_12_SS1 = 1/((h c SS + h_rSS)*(A_totwall)); %resistance between atm & outer
brick
R 23 SS1 = thickness/(kbrick*A totwall); %resistance in brick
R 34 SS1 = 1/((h c SS + h r SS)*(A totwall)); %resistance between inner brick
& chamber
R_eq1_SS = R_12_SS1 + R_23_SS1 + R_34_SS1;
ql SS = (T atm-T kilnSS)/Reql_SS;
display(ql_SS);
%STEADY STATE FOR TWO BRICKS
% Qirad and Qi conv in parallel, Q cond, and
% parallel are all in series
R 12 SS2 = 1/((h c SS + h r SS)*(A totwall));
brick
R 23 SS2 = (thickness*2)/(k brick*A totwall);
R 34_SS2 = 1/((h c SS + h r SS)*(A_totwall));
& chamber
R_eq2_SS = R_12_SS2 + R_23_SS2 + R_34_SS2;
Qo rad and Qo cony in
%resistance between atm & outer
%resistance in brick
%resistance between inner brick
q2_SS = (T_atm-T_kilnSS)/R_eq2_SS;
display(q2_SS);
%STEADY STATE FOR TWO BRICKS WITH ALUMINUM SHEET IN BETWEEN
% Qi rad and Qi cony from air (in parallel), Q cond from brick, Q rad and
Q cond from aluminum (in parallel), Q cond from brick, and Qo rad and Qo conv
from brick (in parallel), are all in series
%radiation constant h r for aluminum
hr SSa=epsilon al*sigma*(Tatm + TkilnSS)*(T_atm^2 + TkilnSS^2);
R 12 SS2a = 1/((h c SS + h r SS)*(Atotwall)); %resistance between atm & out-
er brick
R 23 SS2a = thickness/(k brick*A totwall); %resistance in brick
R 34 SS2a = (1/16)/((k al + h r SSa)*Atotwall);
R 45 SS2a = thickness/(k brick*A totwall); %resistance in brick
R 56 SS2a = 1/((h c SS + h r SS)*(A_totwall)); %resistance between inner
brick & chamber
R_eq2a SS = R 12 SS2a + R 23 SS2a + R 34 SS2a + R 45 SS2a + R_56 SS2a;
q2a SS = (Tatm-TkilnSS)/R_eq2aSS;
display(q2a_SS);
Appendix 2: Heat Loss Through Walls and Arch over Time
function [Tin,time) = vertwall()
-5/1 /07
%Heat Transfer from entry into and out of bagwail
%Going to use (mdot*Cp*To)-heat loss = (mdot*Cp*Tf) as method to find final
%temperature distribution of air entering the kiln chamber
%Therefore, Tf = ((mdot*Cp*To)-heat loss)/(mdot*Cp)
clear all
close all
rho brick = 1920; % density of common brick (kg/m^3)
k brick = 0.72; %thermal conductivity of common brick (W/m*K)
Cp_brick = 835; %specific heat of common brick (J/kg*K)
epsilonbrick = 0.7; %emissivity at 800K for kaolin insulting brick
thickness = 4.5/39.4; %thickness of brick (m)
depth = 45/39.4; %depth of kiln
height = 60/39.4; %height of vertical wall
width = 54/39.4;
Lb = 36/39.4; %assuming length for bagwall is the height of the bagwall
A_recwall = height*depth; %area of rectangular wall (m^2)
%A sqwall = 2*height*1.25; %area of front/back wall (m^2)
%A totwall= A recwall + A sqwall; %area of vertical walls (m^2)
A_bagwall = Lb*depth;
m_bagwall = rhobrick*A bagwall*thickness;
m wall = rho brick*A recwall*(2*thickness);
m slice = m wall/9;
m_bslice = mbagwall/3;
g=9.8; %gravitational constant
sigma = 5.67e-8; %boltzmann constant
mdot total = .20;
mdot = mdottotal/2; %mass flow rate, kg/s, per side of kiln
%matrix with thermal properties for air at given temperatures
air_temp_rho_Cpmu nu_ kalphaPr=[
300 1.1614 1.007 184.6e-7 15.89e-6
350 0.9950 1.009 208.2e-7 20.92e-6
400 0.8711 1.014 230.1e-7 26.41e-6
450 0.7740 1.021 250.7e-7 32.39e-6
500 0.6964 1.030 270.1e-7 38.79e-6
550 0.6329 1.040 288.4e-7 45.57e-6
600 0.5804 1.051 305.8e-7 52.69e-6
650 0.5356 1.063 322.5e-7 60.21e-6
700 0.4975 1.075 338.8e-7 68.10e-6
750 0.4643 1.087 354.6e-7 76.37e-6
800 0.4354 1.099 369.8e-7 84.93e-6
26.3e-3
30.0e-3
33.8e-3
37.3e-3
40.7e-3
43.9e-3
46.9e-3
49.7e-3
52.4e-3
54.9e-3
57.3e-3
22.5e-6
29.9e-6
38.3e-6
47.2e-6
56.7e-6
66.7e-6
76.9e-6
87.3e-6
98.0e-6
109.0e-6
120.0e-6
0.707;
0.700;
0.690;
0.686;
0.684;
0.683;
0.685;
0.690;
0.695;
0.702;
0.709;
850 0.4097 1.110 384.3e-7 93.80e-6 59.6e-3 131.0e-6 0.716;
900 0.3868 1.121 398.le-7 102.9e-6 62.0e-3 143e-6 0.720;
950 0.3666 1.131 411.3e-7 112.2e-6 64.3e-3 155e-6 0.723;
1000 0.3482 1.141 424.4e-7 121.9e-6 66.7e-3 168e-6 0.726;
1100 0.3166 1.159 449.0e-7 141.8e-6 71.5e-3 195e-6 0.728;
1200 0.2902 1.175 473.0e-7 162.9e-6 76.3e-3 224e-6 0.728;);
%thermal properties of air for temperature range t
t=l;
air_temp = air temp_rho_Cp_mu_nu k alpha_Pr(:, 1);
air_rho = air_temp_rho_Cp_mu_nuk_alpha_Pr(:, 2);
air_Cp = 1000*air_temp_rho_Cp_mu nu k alpha_Pr(:,3);
air mu = air temp_rho_Cp_mu_nu k alpha_Pr(:,4);
air nu = airtemprhoCp_mu nu k alpha_Pr(:,5);
air k = air_temp_rho Cp_mu_nu_ k alphaPr(:,6);
air_alpha = airtemp_rho_Cp_mu nu k alphaPr(:,7);
air Pr = air_temp_rho_Cp_mu_nu_k_alpha_Pr(:,8);
%everything that is done is with arrays, so that it stores each value, so
%that it can be graphed later
dTdt = []; %change in temperature
T kiln0 = 830 + 273; %initial brick temperature
Tbagwall(1) = TkilnO;
time =10*3600; %time of duration
i=l;
%create variable arrays
beta = zeros(l,time);
Ra = zeros(l,time);
NuL = zeros(l,time);
h cout = zeros(l,time);
h rout = zeros(l,time);
QLost = zeros(l,time);
Tin = zeros(l,time);
R_eq = zeros (1,time);
R 12 = zeros(l,time);
R 23 = zeros(l,time);
R 34 = zeros(l,time);
h rb = zeros(l,time);
h cb = zeros(l,time);
R b = zeros(l,time);
qb = zeros(1,time);
hbagchan = zeros(1,time);
Tsl = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts2 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts3 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts4 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts5 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts6 = T kilnO*ones(1,time);
Ts7 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts8 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Ts9 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Tsbl = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Tsb2 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Tsb3 = T kilnO*ones(l,time);
Tarchsl = 1073*ones(l,time);
Tarchs2 = 973*ones(l,time);
Tarchs3 = 873*ones(l,time);
Tarchs4 = 773*ones(l,time);
Tarchs5 = 673*ones(l,time);
Tarchs6 = 543*ones(l,time);
Tarchs7 = 403*ones(l,time);
Tarchs8 = 403*ones(l,time);
Tarchs9 = 403*ones(l,time);
h_rbag = zeros(l,time);
hc arch in = zeros(l,time);
hc arch out = zeros(l,time);
hr arch in = zeros(l,time);
hr arch out = zeros(l,time);
Tgas = ones(l,time); %array for gas from combustion
T atm = 30+273; %atmospheric temperature (K)
Tgas(1) = 400 + 273; %temperature of air from combustion (K)
Tin(1) = Tgas(1);
counter =1;
%for inside the chamber near the bagwaii
A side = 45*3/39.4^2;
P side = 96/39.4;
Dh side = 4*A side/P side;
for i = 1:time
beta(i)= 2/(Tatm + Ts9(i));
%Thermai properties of air vary with temperature, so this takes that
%into account
if (300<=Tgas(i) && Tgas(i)<350)
t=l;
elseif (350<=Tgas(i) && Tgas(i)<400)
t=2;
elseif (400<=Tgas(i) && Tgas(i)<450)
t=3;
elseif (450<=Tgas(i) && Tgas(i)<500)
t=4;
elseif (500<=Tgas(i)
t=5;
elseif (550<=Tgas(i)
t=6;
elseif (600<=Tgas(i)
t=7;
elseif (650<=Tgas(i)
t=8;
elseif (700<=Tgas(i)
t=9;
elseif (750<=Tgas(i)
t=10;
elseif (800<=Tgas(i)
t=11;
elseif (850<=Tgas(i)
t=12;
elseif (900<=Tgas(i)
t=13;
elseif (950<=Tgas(i)
t=14;
elseif (1000<=Tgas(i)
t=15;
elseif (1100<=Tgas(i)
t=16;
&& Tgas(i)<550)
&& Tgas(i)<600)
&& Tgas(i)<650)
&& Tgas(i)<700)
&& Tgas(i)<750)
&& Tgas(i)<800)
&& Tgas(i)<850)
&& Tgas(i)<900)
&& Tgas(i)<950)
&& Tgas(i)<1000)
&& Tgas(i)<1100)
&& Tgas(i)<1200)
elseif (1200 <= Tgas(i))
t=17;
end
%WALL
%Verticai Wall only
%convection constant h , for outside air and kiln wall
%Raleigh number
Ra(i) = (g*beta(i)*(Ts9(i)-
T atm)*(height^3))/(airnu(1)*airalpha(1));
%Nussult number correlation from Incropera 9.26
NuL(i) = (0.825 +
((0.387*Ra(i)^ (1/6))/((l+((0.492/air Pr(1))^(9/16)))A ^ (8/27))) )^2;
h cout(i) = (airk(1)*NuL(i))/height;
%radiation constant h r
h_rout(i)=epsilon brick*sigma*(T_atm + Ts9(i))*(T_atm^2 +
Ts9(i)^2);
%channel, treated as internal flow
ch area = 45*9/39.4^2;
Dh bw = (4*45*9/(90+18))/39.4;%Hydraulic Diameter
v = mdot/(airrho(t)*charea);
Re = air rho(t)*v*Dh bw/air mu(t);
f = .037;
%Nussult number for slow internal fl.ows
NuD = ((f/8)*(Re-
1000)*air Pr(t))/(1+12.7*((f/8)^.5)*((air Pr(t))^(2/3) - 1));
h cb(i) = (air k(t)*NuD)/Dh bw;
L slice = 1/39.4;
L bslice =1.5/39.4;
eps = .3;
h rb(i) = eps*sigma*(Tgas(i)+Tsl(i))*(Tgas(i)^2 + Tsl(i)^2);
h rb(i) =0;
h cb(i) =0;
%changes in the vertical wall of the kiln slices
dTsl = (h rb(i)*ch area*(Tgas(i) - Tsl(i)) +
h cb(i)*A recwall*(Tgas(i) -Tsl(i)) +(k brick*A recwall/L slice)*(Ts2(i) -
Tsl(i)))/(mslice*Cp_brick);
dTs2 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*((Tsl(i) - Ts2(i)) - (Ts2(i) -
Ts3(i))))/(m_slice*Cpbrick);
dTs3 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*((Ts2(i) - Ts3(i)) - (Ts3(i) -
Ts4(i))))/(m_slice*Cpbrick);
dTs4 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*((Ts3(i) - Ts4(i)) - (Ts4(i) -
Ts5(i))))/(m_slice*Cp brick);
dTs5 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*((Ts4(i) - Ts5(i)) - (Ts5(i) -
Ts6(i))))/ (m_slice*Cp_brick);
dTs6 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*((Ts5(i) - Ts6(i)) - (Ts6(i) -
Ts7(i))))/(m_slice*Cp_brick);
dTs7 = ((kbrick*Arecwall/L slice)*((Ts6(i) - Ts7(i)) - (Ts7(i) -
Ts8(i))))/(m_slice*Cpbrick);
dTs8 = ((kbrick*A_recwall/L slice)*((Ts7(i) - Ts8(i)) - (Ts8(i) -
Ts9(i))))/(m slice*Cpbrick);
dTs9 = ((k brick*A recwall/L slice)*(Ts8(i) - Ts9(i)) -
Arecwall*(h cout(i)+h_rout(i))*(Ts9(i) - T_atm))/(mslice*Cp_brick);
Tsl(i+l) = Tsl(i) + dTsl;
Ts2(i+l) = Ts2(i) + dTs2;
Ts3(i+l) = Ts3(i)+ dTs3;
Ts4(i+l) = Ts4(i) + dTs4;
Ts5(i+l) = Ts5(i) + dTs5;
Ts6(i+l) = Ts6(i) + dTs6;
Ts7(i+l) = Ts7(i) + dTs7;
Ts8(i+l) = Ts8(i) + dTs8;
Ts9(i+l) = Ts9(i) + dTs9;
h_rbag(i) = eps*sigma*(Tgas(i)+Tsbl(i))*(Tgas(i)^2 + Tsbl(i)^2);
%these are calculations for the chamber side of the bagwaii for
%convection
mdotside = .026;
v = mdotside/(air rho(t)*A side);
Re = air rho(t)*v*Dh side/air mu(t);
NuD = ((f/8)*(Re-1000)*air Pr(t))/(l+
12.7*((f/8)^.5)*((air Pr(t))^(2/3) - 1));
hbagchan(i) = (air_k(t)*NuD)/Dh_side;
%changes in the bagwall slices -- 3 slices 1.5" each
dTsbl = (h_rbag(i)*charea*(Tgas(i) - Tsbl(i)) +
h_cb(i)*A_bagwall*(Tgas(i) 
-Tsbl(i)) +(k brick*A bagwall/L_bslice)*(Tsb2(i) 
-
Tsbl(i)))/(mbslice*Cp brick);
dTsb2 = ((k brick*Abagwall/Lbslice)*((Tsbl(i) - Tsb2(i)) -
(Tsb2(i) - Tsb3(i))))/(m bslice*Cp brick);
dTsb3 = ((k_brick*A_bagwall/L_bslice)*(Tsb2(i) - Tsb3(i)) -
(hbagchan(i)*A bagwall)*(Tsb3(i) - Tin(i)))/(m bslice*Cp brick);
Tsbl(i+l) = Tsbl(i) + dTsbl;
Tsb2(i+l) = Tsb2(i) + dTsb2;
Tsb3(i+l) = Tsb3(i) + dTsb3;
if counter ==3600
Tgas(i+l) = Tgas(i) + 100;
counter = 1;
else
counter = counter +1;
Tgas(i+l) = Tgas(i);
end
if Tgas(i+l) > (1000+273)
Tgas(i+l) = 1000 + 273;
end
%This next section is for the arch path leading into the kiln chamber
Lc arch = depth*width/(2*depth +2*width);
Ra(i) = (g*beta(i)*(Tarchs9(i)-
T atm)*(Lc arch^3))/(air nu(1)*air_alpha(1)); %Raleigh number in steady state
NuL(i) = .54*Ra(i) ^ (1/4); %Nussuit number correlation from Incropera
9.30
hc arch out(i) = (air k(1)*NuL(i))/Lc arch;
hr arch out(i) = eps*sigma*(Tarchs9(i) + T atm)*(Tarchs9(i)^2 +
T atm^2);
A arch=.5*45*54/39.4^2;
%ch area = 45*9/39.4,2;
v = mdot/(air rho(t)*ch area);
ReL = v*(width/2)/air nu(t);
Nux = .0296*ReL ^ (.8)*air Pr(t);
hc arch in(i) = air k(1)*Nux/Lc arch;
hr arch in(i) = eps*sigma*(Tin(i) + Tarchsl(i))*(Tin(i)^2 +
Tarchsl(i)^2);
dTarchsl = (A arch*(hc arch in(i) +hr arch in(i))*(Tin(i) - Tarchsl(i)) -
(kbrick*A arch/L_ slice)*(Tarchsl(i) -Tarchs2(i)))/(mslice*Cp brick);
dTarchs2 = (k brick*A arch/Lslice)*((Tarchsl(i) - Tarchs2(i)) -
(Tarchs2(i) - Tarchs3(i)))/(mslice*Cp_ brick);
dTarchs3 = (k brick*A arch/L slice)*((Tarchs2(i)
(Tarchs3(i) - Tarchs4(i)))/(m_slice*Cp brick);
dTarchs4 = (k brick*A arch/L slice)*((Tarchs3(i)
(Tarchs4(i) - Tarchs5(i)))/(m_slice*Cp_brick);
dTarchs5 = (k brick*A arch/L slice)*((Tarchs4(i)
(Tarchs5(i) - Tarchs6(i)))/(m_slice*Cp brick);
dTarchs6 = (k brick*A arch/L slice)*((Tarchs5(i)
(Tarchs6(i) - Tarchs7(i)))/(mslice*Cp brick);
dTarchs7 = (k brick*A arch/L slice)*((Tarchs6(i)
(Tarchs7(i) - Tarchs8(i)))/(m_slice*Cp_brick);
dTarchs8 = (k brick*A arch/Lslice)*((Tarchs7(i)
(Tarchs8(i) - Tarchs9(i)))/(m_slice*Cp brick);
dTarchs9 = ((k brick*A arch/L slice)*(Tarchs8(i)
A arch*(hc_ arch out(i) + hr archout(i))*(Tarchs9(i)
T atm))/(m slice*Cp_brick);
- Tarchs3(i)) -
- Tarchs4(i)) -
- Tarchs5(i)) -
- Tarchs6(i)) -
- Tarchs7(i)) -
- Tarchs8(i)) -
- Tarchs9(i)) -
Tarchsl(i+1)
Tarchs2 (i+l)
Tarchs3 (i+1)
Tarchs4(i+l)
Tarchs5(i+l)
Tarchs6 (i+1)
Tarchs7(i+l)
Tarchs8(i+l)
Tarchs9(i+l)
Tarchsl(i)
Tarchs2 (i)
Tarchs3(i)
Tarchs4(i)
Tarchs5(i)
Tarchs6(i)
Tarchs7(i)
Tarchs8 (i)
Tarchs9(i)
QLost(i) = (Tsl(i)-Ts9(i))*k brick*A recwall/(9*L slice) + (Tsbl(i) -
Tsb3(i))*k brick*A bagwall/(3*L_slice) + (Tarchsl(i) -Tarchs9
(i))*k brick*Abagwall/(3*Lslice);
Tin(i+l) = Tgas(i) - QLost(i)/(mdot*Cp brick);
end
figure (5)
plot ((1:time+l)/3600,Tsl-273, (l:time+l)/3600,Ts9-273)%, (1:time+i)/3600,
Tsbi -273)
hold on
xlabel('Time (hrs) ')
ylabel('Temperature (C)')
title ('Temperature of Kiln Waill over time')
legend('Temp inner Wall', 'Temp Outer Wall',2)%'Temp BagWali', 0)
saveas (5, 'KiinWailTemp.jpg')
figure (6)
plot ((l:time+l)/3600, Tgas-273,(1:time+l)/3600, Tin-273)
xlabel('Time (hrs)')
ylabel('Temperature (C)')
title ('Temperature of Air Entering channel and chamber over time')
legend('Temp Entering Channel', 'Temp Entering Chamber',2)
saveas(6, 'TempEnteringKiln.jpg')
figure (7)
dTarchsl;
dTarchs2;
dTarchs3;
dTarchs4;
dTarchs5;
dTarchs6;
dTarchs7;
dTarchs8;
dTarchs9;
plot ((1:time+1)/3600, Tarchsl-273, (1:time+1)/3600, Tarchs9-273)
xlabel('Time (hrs)')
ylabel('Temperature (C) ')
title ('Temperature of Inner Arch and Outside Arch over time')
legend('Temp Inner Arch', 'Temp Outer Arch',2)
saveas(7, 'TempArchDiff .jpg')
sumloss=0;
for i=l:time
sumloss = sumloss + QLost(i);
end
disp ('Sum')
disp (sumloss)
Appendix 3: Filter Temperature Over Time
%Filter Stack Temperature over Time
%currently this script finds the temperature of the air as it interacts
%with the filters
%it also finds the change in temperature for a thin slice at the top of the
%stacks of filters
%Assumptions: I decided to take the stack of filters and slice them into i"
%increments. For this small section, I assumed that the temperature of the air
%transferring heat to the section stayed constant , acting like a heat
%resevoir when compared to the filter slice. This allowed me to find the
%heat transfer to this thin section. Using that heat transfer, I applied it
%back to the air interacting with the filters, in order to find what the
%temperature of the air was after it had transferred heat to the filter
%slice.
%The filter stack is assumed to be rigid, thick walled cylinder,
%with an outer diameter of 10 in, and an inner diameter of 9 in.
clear all
close all
pi = 3.14159;
T init = 30 + 273; %initial temperature of the filters
T initfire = 400+273;
[T air init, t_ limit] = vertwall();
Tair_l1(1) = T_air_init(l); % temperature of the air at the top of the kiln
R = 5.5/39.4; %radius of the filters
Ri = 4.5/39.4;
d = 1/39.4; %thickness of the 'cut' of the control volume
A surface = 2*pi*R*d; %surface area of the filter in the control volume
k_pot = 1; %.72; % thermal conductivity of common brick
k fluid850 = 7.2e-2;
k fluid400 = 4.95e-2;
k_fluid100 = 3.186e-2;
Ain = 6*9*4.5/39.4^2;
vin = .622;
cp_air = 1153;
cp_brick = 835;
rho filter = 1400;
rho air = 1.2;
kvl00 = 2.317e-5;
kv400 = 5.85e-5;
kv850 = 13.70e-5;
Lc = ((R^2-Ri^2))/(2*R);
% the channels consist of the brick and the air surrounding it: that is
% travelling down to the bottom of the kiln
D air = 11/39.4;
A air = .25*pi*Dair^2;
TL = 11*6/39.4; %this is the total length of the filter stack
alpha = k_pot/(rhofilter*cp_brick); %thermal diffusivity of the filters
%assuming they are made out of the same material as the
%brick walls
m slice = d*rhofilter*pi*(R^2-Ri^2); %mass inside the control volume
m air = d*rho air*pi*Dair^2/4;
tc = Lc^2/alpha; %time constant for the material
%t limit =8*3600; %3600*3;
time = 1:t limit;
T filter = zeros (68,t limit);
T filter(:,l) = T init; %each column is a second, each row is a filter slice
temperature
T filtertop(1) = Tinit(1);
T filterbot(1) = T init(1);
T airbot(1) = T air 1(1);
t=l;
i=l;
i=l;
t=1;
tt=l;
%Bi = zeros(1,3600);
while (t<t_limit)
i=1;
[mdot total,rho_comb] = airflow(T_airbot, t);
mdot row = .25*mdot total*486/756;
%disp (mdot)
vin = mdot row/(rho comb*A air);
Re = vin*D air/kv850;
Nu = .023*Re^ .8*.7 ^ .3;
hc = Nu*k fluid850/D air;
T air 1(1) = T air init(t);
if T air 1(1) >(1000+273)
T air 1(1) = 1100+273;
end
%top(t) = T air 1(1);
Qfair = zeros(l,67);
for l=0:d:T L % this is for the entire stack of air
100
Q fair(i) = -hc*A surface*(T_air_l(i) - T_filter(i,t));
dTx air = Qfair(i)/(mdot_row*cp_air);
T air l(i+l) = T air l(i) + dTx air;
T filter(i,t+l) = T filter(i,t) - Q_fair(i)/(m_slice*cp_brick);
i = i+1;
end
T_airtop = Tair_ 1(1);
T airbot = T air 1(68);
hold on
t=t+l;
tt = tt+1;
end
figure (1)
plot (time/3600, T_filter(l,:)-273, 'b')
hold on
plot (time/3600, T_filter(67,:)-273, 'r')
xlabel('Time (hrs) ');
ylabel('Temperature (C)');
title('Temperature of the top and bottom filter slice over time');
legend('Top Filter Slice', 'Bottom Filter Slice',2) %'Location', 'NorthWest')
saveas (,'FilterTemp.jpg')
figure (2)
plot (time/3600, (Tfilter(l,:) - T filter(67,:)))
xlabel ('Time (hrs)');
ylabel ('Temperature (C)');
title ('Temperature difference between top and bottom of filter stack over
time');
saveas (2, 'Fi.lterStackTempDiff.jpg')
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Appendix 4: Combustion Equations
%phi = 1;
ex air = .8;
C = 1; % number of carbon atoms
H = 2; % number of hydrogen atoms
phi = 1/(exair +1);
air ratio = 79/21; % air composition
a = C + H/4;
al = 1;
a2 = 1;
a3 = a*(l-phi)/phi;
O = a2 + 2*a3;
MWfuel = 12*C + 1*H +16;
MW_comb = MWfuel + a*32/phi + 28*a*air_ratio/phi;
Y = MW fuel/MW comb %moiecular weight ratio for the fuel and
%the combustion products
Q = 16300000; % heating value of wood in Joules
cp air = 1100; %specific heat of air
T in = 300; % temperature of air entering the firebox
Tf = Y*Q/cp air + T in -273% ideal flame temperature -- from Cambridge
University equation
mg =.2;
ex = 100;
Tf2 = 1920 - 151*(mg /(l-mg)) - 5.15*ex
% for .01 kg/s fuel
mdot air = .2;
mdot fuel =mdot air*Y
This table was found by using the mass flow rate of the fuel for varying
amounts of excess air, and thus varying flame temperatures
Mass of Wood needed per hour (kg)
25
33
39.6
44
Temperature (K)
547.5
713.02
842.67
947
1136
102
Total = 195.6 kg
5I
54
Appendix 5: Air Flow through the Chimney
%This function calculates the mass flow rate through the kiln and the
%velocity through the chimney
function [mdot, rho comb] = AIR FLOW(T airbot, t)
%x = [40e4:1000:50e4];
P = le5;
R=287;
T = T airbot;
rho comb = P/(R*T);
h = 4.5;
g =9.8;
rho out = 1.2;
deltaP = (rho_out - rho_comb) *g*h;
nu = 11.76e-5;
D= .3426; % .254;
hf = deltaP/(rho_comb*g)-h;
x= g*D^3*hf/(h*nu^2);
%for i=l:length(x)
partl= -(8*x)^.5;
part2 = logl0(.066/3.7 + 1.775/sqrt(x));
%i=i+.;
%end
Re = partl*part2;
v = Re*nu/D;
pipe = pi()*(2/39.4)^2;
Area = (13.5/39.4)^2 - pipe;
if t<2*3600
damper =. 25;
else %if t<4*3600
damper =.5;
end
A = damper*Area;
mdot = rho comb*A*v;
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